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Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller has returned from a most interesting trip through the southern part
of the territory where he made an examination of road work.
Mr. Miller visited Deming, In Luna
county, and he started road work on
road south of Demthe seventeen-mil- e
ing. He also inspected the road north
of Deming which he found in good
shape. This road is 25 miles from
Deming and was huilt a year ago.
a
road he
The
found has thirty miles finished and
it saves six miles in distance and reduces, the time to go over it from
three hours to one hour. Mr. Miller
himself rode over it, right after the
road was opened (when it was soft)
Socorro-Magdalen-

in an hour and 20 minutes. This road
cost $7,009 to which $5,000 was paid
from the forest reservation receipts of
Socorro. Considerable rock work was
encountered in the Blue canon.
Moving of Convicts.

.

Miller stated today that the convicts will "likely be moved from Cam!- no Real to Albuquerque in the near
future.
Of the Roswell sand road, the territorial engineer stated that it is being
located. The Mineral Hill road is
finished and the convicts are pushing
up Gallinas canon. Changes tending
to lessen the width of this road are
being made. The grade will be changed slightly in order to shorten the distance between Santa Fe and Las Vegas.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lincoln Center, Kans., Nov. 22.
The defense in the "tar party" case
closed its direct testimony at the
morning session of court today and
the state then began to present evidence in rebuttal. All of the attorneys expressed the opinion that all
the testimony will be in the jury's
hands by night and that probably
some of the closing arguments would
have been heard.
All of the defendants were on the
stand at the morning session. A. N.
Simms, who began his testimony, yesterday, was excused in a few minutes
and he was followed by John Schmidt
and Sherrill Clark in turn.

All the defendants told the same
story. They admitted knowing of the
plans to "tar" Miss Chamberlain and
starting to where the crime was to be
done, but they denied having a hand
in the assault or ever intended to
have.
A touch of romance was introduced
into the trial when Homer Hoflick
was called by the state in rebuttal.
He has been very friendly with Miss
Chamberlain during the last five or
six months. In fact, he said he had
been ."keeping company" steadily
with her.
,
j
Branding the tarring of Miss Chamberlain as barbarous, cowardly and
brutal, a thing almost unbelievable in
a civilized community, prosecutor
this afternoon, in a ringing address to the jury, demanded that severest penalty that it was possible to
inflict be meted out to her detainers.
"To think," he thundered, "that a be summoned."
The committee, however, up to the
crowd of men should attack a defense
less girl. Even a dog deserved bettei luncheon recess, had taken no formal
--

Work on the road between Santa Fe
to La Bajada Hill via Agua Fria will
"be started next week, now that the
difficulty over the improving of the
Pitches has been solved. This will
make a complete road from here to
Albuquerque and it will be graded and
put in fine shape through the aid of treatment."
the traction engine and grader which
will be loaned by the county com
missioners of this county.
La Bajada Hill Road.
Mr. Miller will have a small force
of workmen put on La Bajada hill
read and repairs will be made. Since
the completion of this road some two
years ago, practically no work has
"been "done on it, and it has stood. Up
pretty well. The crossing over the
Santa Fe river is to be improved,

TWO

ARRESTED
MURDER

Albert Sparling, Aged 23
Years, Died of Arsenic

however to make transit for autos
easier.
Poisoning
The Algodones road force is doing
gcod work and considerable improvement has already been made.
TRAINED NURSE IS SUSPECTED
Work on La Bajada Road.

In a few days, the territorial Good
Roads Commission will have at work
a force of men, to put the La Bajada
Road in shape from the Santa Fe city
line through Agua Fria to the top of
La Bajada hill. It is also the plan
of the commission to keep a repair
gang in constant employment and its
first work will be to repair the road
down La Bajada hill. The board of
county commissioners has been offered three iron culverts for the
Scenic Highway in Santa Fe canon
and It is up to the board to place
Them. They are much needed to make
that superb highway safe for automobiles and teams.

(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 22. With
a bitterness that lent empnasls to nis
utterances and at times fairly beside
himself with pent up rage, Leonidas
Merritt told the Stanley steel trust
committee today a personal narrative
of his dealings with John D. Rocke
feller and how the latter had forced
him out of business in Minnesota.
Mr. Merritt declared that it was af
ter he had turned down a proposition
from Mr. Rockefeller which he characterized as "stealing". Mr. Rocke
feller called on him to pay a million
dollar loan and brought about his
downfall.
The proposition, Mr. Mer
ritt said, came through the Rev. Dr.
Gates, a Baptist minister, Mr. Rocke
feller's almoner.
"I listened in amazement to it,"
said Merritt. "It meant that several
men would be thrown out of the company and their stock taken. I turned
to Gates and said: 'Mr. Gate?, you
Go
came from John D. Rockefeller.
back to John D. Rockefeller and tell
him that when I steal for a living 1
will steal for myself."
At one time during the remarkable
recital of his dealings with Mr. Rockefeller, an encounter between the witness and George W. Murray, counsel
for the Standard Oil magnate, was
narrowly averted.
Mr. Merritt said that Gates told him.
Rockefeller was "hard up." He believed this at the time, but today he
said, Mr. Gates, "has lied."
During a controversy between Attorney Murray and the witness, Chairman Stanley said: "Mr. Rockefeller
ought to be summoned here and will

action.
Representative Danforth, Republican of New York,' at the conclusion
.of Merritt's testimony, moved that all
the testimony of the Merrit brothers
be striken from the record on the
ground that it was irrelevant to the
inquiry.

The committee adjourned at 3:25 p.
m..' indefinitely, and will not meet
again until after Congress convenes.
WITNESSES

MAY BE

PROSECUTED

FOR PERJURY.

Lorfwer Investigation Committee
journs at Chicago to Meet
at Washington.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Nov. 22. Definite recom
Physician and Former County mendations as to possible perjury
charges in connection with testimony
Coroner Is in Custody on
j
given before the senatorial commit dence.'
Warrant.
The legal battle was considered untee investigating the election of Wil
liam Lorimer as U. S. senator will be usual in that theoretically such a jur(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) made after the committee concludes or is favorable to the dfendant.
22.
Detroit, Mioh., Nov.
Specials its sessions in Washington. The comattack divided ino two parts,
to the Detroit Journal from Ubly.
was without avail. The 'court reiterto
meet
mittee
in
adjourned
today
Mich., say: "Two arrests quickly folated its ruling that the challenge on
on December 5.
lowed the coroner's Jury verdict today Washington
this ground was for thi state alone
that the death of Albert Sparling, 23
and It refused to compejthe state to
years old, last May, was due to arinterrogate the witness on the subject
senic poisoning.
DEATH
before the defense began: its examina"Dr. Robert A. MacGregor, former
tion.
I
county coroner, was arrested on a
"It can't be law and itjean't be JusDar-row- 's

PENALTY

warrant charging murder in connecIS ASKED FOR
tion with the death of Cyril Sparling,
20 years old, who died last August,
and Miss Marguerite Gibbs, a young
nurse who has lived in Port Huron, First Witness on Stand
in
Mich., and London, Ont, was arrested
Trial of Gertrude
on the charge that she knew more
about Cyril Sparling's death than her
Patterson
testimony at the inquest indicated.
Both were arrested after they had
"man behind" this agreeable condi- retired for the
night and were taken
tion of affairs is called to the notice of in an automobile to the Jail at Bad HE HAD LOANED HER PISTOL
the public by the Albuquerque Morn-in- g Axe.
Journal, which finds .that game
"Miss Glbbs is said to have aroused
Maintains That Murder
is more plentiful Ibis year than ever
friends State
before. This condition is attributed the resentment of relatives and at their
was
Premeditated and
the
of
remaining
by
to the fact that Mr. Gable has en-- ; home Sparlings
after the need of her profesDeliberate.
forced the game laws. Just now he
services had ended and refusi3 on the New Mexico and Colorado sional
see Mrs. Carrie Boddy
Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
line settling a problem in regard to ing to let people
mother of the two dead boys (ByDenver, Colo., Nov. 22. The first
beavers which iiav been so well pro-.- : Sparling,
and widow of John Wesley Sparling, witness in the trial of Gertrude Gibtected they have become a menace to who died In
July, 1908.
son Patterson for the alleged murder
ranches,- according to reports sent
"Dr.
who as family of her husband, was placed on the
MacGregor,
him.
That Mr. Gable is ma efficient game physician, attended, the father and stand today after Special Prosecutor
warden is attested by the Journal as two sons above mentioned, as well as Horace G. Benson had outlined the
Peter Sparling, the eldest son who state's case, and Attorney Hilton had
follows:
"This time a year ago 'the. game died in July, 1910, said in an inter stated that he would tell the defen tes
view: 'While my pride is stung by side of the story when the presenta
warden and his .deputies were in Al-- even
the hint of a warrant, probably a tion of evidence for Sirs. Patterson be
in
the
prosecutor court investigation is the best
Duquerque engaged
thing.' gan. ;
e
fifty-fivtor
of
the ruthless
Indians
The witness who was called upon to
slaughter of deer and other game In
the Datll mountains in. western So- rfXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS give the first testimony was George
X W. Strain, who gave his calling as
corro county. These prosecutions re- X MISSING BOY ARRIVES
that of an illustrator. He described,
AT 8T. MICHAEL'S..
sulted in convictions and served as an X
;
in answer to questions, circumstances
s
).:,-- .
object lesson to the game hogs and x
The mystery of the where- - X surrounding his lending to Mrs. Pat
poachers that viola'ions of the law X
under Warden Gable would not be X abouts of Para William Ruiz, X terson, the pistol which, two days
X the Phoenix, Arizona, lad who X later, she used with deadly effect on
tolerated.
'
'.
"In the interval there have been X gave the Christian Brothers X her husband.
considX
own
and
his
of
X
Benson
out
relatives
The address
Attorney
few violations and game has been so
well protected that Us increase has X erable worry because of his X lined that the state expected to show
X failure to arrive here has been X that Mrs. Patterson, after being sur
been rapid.
"Since Colonel Gable became game X solved. Ruiz himself solved it X prised by her husband under circum
warden mat omce ns been made one X by showing, up at St. Michael's X stances that threatened to jeopardise
of the most important In h state. X College and explaining that he X her chances for success in the di
More fish have been secured from the X had spent several weeks with,' X vorce action she had brought, armed
X friends in Albuquerque. ' Al- - X Herself, laid m wait tor mm at a
government hatchery for free distrt X
though he was not keen on en- - X spot which she knew he was accusbutton in the past year than during all
X tering college, now that be is X tomed to pass in his morning walks,
the time under previous administra- X at his books Brother
Edward, X invelghled him to an Isolated place
tions. Numerous elk have been Im- X
the
efficient director of the X and shot him in the back, deliberately
ported from Colorado and placed on X College states that Ruiz is a. X and
premedltatedly. He asked Tor the
X model pupil.,
X death sentence if these things were
Continued on page four.
K'XXXSXXXXXXXXXXSI proved to the satisfaction 01 tne Jury,

4
Notary Appointed.
Governor William J. Mills hag appointed May S. Cole, of Chico, Colfax
county, a notary public.
That New Mexico is rapidiy becoming famous as the best place to hunt
in the Southwest, and already is a
nimrod's paradise and that Game and
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable is the

'

Ad- -

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., .Nov. 22. The
defense fn the McNamara murder trial
today lost three legal points out of a
possible three in rapid succession.
Two challenges for cause, preferred
because of opinions expressed by
talesman F. A. Brode because a member of his personal attorney's firm is
doing work for the state in that case,
also was disallowed.
Whether it is the business of the
court to see that men opposed to con
viction on circumstantial evidence in
case involving the death penalty are
excused, in case the state omits to
challenge on this ground, was left for
decision until after Brode's examina
tion.
Judge Walter Bordwell's ruling on
the challenges brought up, to nine the.
number of sworn jurors and talesmen
accepted as to cause.
Interest on the challenges centered
around S. P. Oleott, a talesman who
said he believed James B. McNamara,
the defendant, and his brother, John
J., were guilty of blowing up the Los
Angeles Times building and causing
the death of Charles J. Haggerty
among others, for which James B. McNamara is now on trial. To District
Attorney John Fredericks, the talesman frankly said he did not know
whether he could eliminate this impression of guilt from his mind and
give a verdict based alone on this evidence,
j
Judge Bordwell, the final authority,
decided that he could, f
The other challenge against A. J.
Stevens also was of particular interest, because in disallowing it, Judge
Bordwell upset In effect the contention of the defense that reading tne
Times is, in a case in wihich the Times
is interested, first haid information
as to its attitude on union labor anil
not newspaper report in the meaning
of the penal code. If jthis point had
been conceded it would have followed
that any talesman who from reading
the Times acquired a ibelief that a
feud existed between ne paper and
organized labor as a JcsSt of which
the Times building waa blown up,
would be debarred from the jury.
Darrow is Turned Down.
Log Angeles, Calif., Nry. 22. Attorney Clarence S. Darrovf, chief of
counsel for the defense in the Mc
Namara murder trial, engineered today a carefully planned attempt to
get a new and more faiorable ruling
on the elimination fromithe jury of
men who do not believe In conviction
in capital cases on circumstantial evi-

.

V

.K-t-.

tice that the state can lse'this challenge when, it wishes aid not use it
when it does not wish ''argued Darrow. "It in effect gives the state the
advantage in the numbcf of its challenges. The state can't play with a
man's life that way."
j
"The court will not excuse the juror
at the suggestion of tile defense,"
said Judge Bordwell. '"The court does
not feel that the rights of the defendants have been endanswed by the
course followed heretofore."
-- r-

COUNSEL FOR MEAT PACKERS
START FOR WASHINGTON.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. 111.. Nov. it. Attorneys
Levy Mayer and John S .(Miller, coun.
sel for nine indicted meal packers, departed today for Washington to present the appeal of the j packers to
Chief Justice White.
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IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
j

Governor-Ele-

'

ct

W.

C.

.

McDon- -

aid Asked to Head Del- egaiion to Chicago.

;

have slg- Thus far fifty-fiv- e
nified their intention to join
the New Mexico delegation to
the Irrigation Congress on a
special train. Colonel W. S.
Hopewell went to El Paso last
evening to secure an EI Paso
delegation and those who wish
to join the party should notify
H. B. Hening, secretary of the
Bureau of Immigration, with- out further delay. Governor- as
Elect W. - C. McDonald,
been asked to head the delega- tlon and will probably, accom- "
pany the special train. New
Mexico is after honors at the
"
congress and wants to take a
stand there against Interests
that are innimical to Irrigation
progress and to the new state..

(By Special ufnsea Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 22. The Foreign Club at Chihuahua was stoned by
a mob on Monday evening during the
celebration of the anniversary of
The library winrevolution.
dow was broken by a brick, which fell
among several members of the club
sitting in the room at the time.
The Chihuahua Foreign Club, one
of the largest in Mexico, is regarded
by the Mexicans as the visible evidence of the envied American commercial supremacy in the northern portion
of their country.
Hotbed of Sedition.
During the rebellion, against President Diaz, last winter, the more violent of the partisans of the then existing regime, most of them office
holders, declared repeatedly that the
club was a hotbed of seditious Americans who were aiding and abetting the
cause of Francisco I. Madero for their
own ends. Enrique C. Creel, Jr., son
of the former Mexican minister of
foreign affairs, in a torrent of fevered
language, resigned his membership,
while others of his nationality noticeably absented themselves from the
's

popular gathering p'ace.
Wanted

Ai-.-

i

icans Fired.

Isl-aL-

the steamship resting easy about a
mile off shore.
Wireless communication

from here
with the steamer practically was
broken when day came, the wireless
operators could only get long distance
messages as far as Samana Island at
night.

The New York office of the Hamburg American line received a report
of the wreck early today. The Prinz
Joachim, under command of Captain
A. Fey, sailed on a cruiser to Port
Limon and return. The first port of
call was Fortune island, where the
steamer was due today.
Passengers Will Be Transferred.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 22 William
J. Bryan, his wile, and grandchild,
fellow passengers on
and eighty-fou- r
the steamer Prinz Joachim, ashore on
the Tocks off Samana Island, will be
tarnsferred today to the ward line
steamships Seguranca and Vigilancia,
according to an announcement made
here by Hamburg American line of-

With the inauguration of the Madero administration, the club is again
an unwelcome sight in the eyes of
many Mexicans, but for another reason. The peons, and many of the
class, despite Madero's dec
larations to the contrary, believed
that the overthrow of Diaz would be
succeeded by the expulsion of Americans who hold practically all of the
one import railroad, mining and commercial positions and the filling of ficios.
their places by natives of the country. The Seguranca is now alongside the
This, of course, has not come to Prinz Joachim, and the Vigilancia is
pass, never having been contemplated is on her way from Nassau.
by Madero and his associates but the
attack on the club comes as a climax
to months of muttered threats and
occasional violence such as that fearS. HARRIS.
ed at Torreon, from which city many
d

J.

Americans

have fled, believing them-

selves to be in danger of their lives
from thousands of striking peons. The
latter, are said to be held,,.in check
only by the presence of a large federal force.

SECRETARY
Chamber of Commerce Held

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
London, Nov. 22. Unrepentant suffragettes to the number of 223. many
of whom apparently are still in their
teens, appeared at Bow street police
court today, and were sentenced to
fines or alternative terms of imprisonment varying from a fortnight to
months. The women invariably chose
prison instead of a fine.
Organized Disorder.
Counsel for the public prosecutor
said, in speaking of the charge, that
he had not adequately described the
'disgraceful and discreditable scenes
of organized disorder," of which the
Recused were guilty. From the evidence it is certain the militant suffragettes acted on a complete plan of
campaign. As soon as they were repulsed by the police, drawn up in Parliament Square, they dispersed into
small groups, who mixed with the
crowds.
Hurled Missiles.
These were kept in constant movea
ment by the police. Occasionally
missile was hurled from the middle
of the throng but the police were unable to detect the thrower. This gave
the militants more confidence and as
they came within reach of the government offices in White Hall and on the
surrounding streets, the throwing of
stones became more frequent and
shouts of "Vote for Women" were
raised. It is here that most of the
arrests were made.
Showers of Stones.
At the National Liberal Club on the
Thames embankment, the excitement
reached its height. The club was full
of members and their friends. These
flocked to the windows as the crowds
approached but were soon forced to
retreat in order to avoid the showera
o' well aimed stones which crashed
through the lower windows.
Many Arrests.
Many more arrests were made here
and also along the Strand, there the
telegraph office was attacked as well
aa several stores.
Some of the suffragettes rode in
horse and motor cabs, from which
they (launched stones when opportunity offered. Newspaper offices situated more than a mile from the houses
of Parliament suffered In this
In
seme instances the assailants suc
ceeded in escaping, but in others they
appeared to seek arrest.
Somerset House, where the public
records are kept, also was the object
of attack, but its distance from the
sidewalks, and its formidable walls
prevented much damage.
Broke Windows.
Most of the women, when arrilgned
in court, were carrying grips with a
change of clothing, in anticipation of
spending a period in jail. Several of
them' who had broken windows cf a

Reyistas Defeated.
Well Attended Meeting
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 22. Adher
ents of General Reyes and the federal
Last Night
troops have clashed at San Nicolas in
Queretaro state, according to a news
ION COMMITTEE
dispatch received here today. Three
hundred men under Candido Procel,
were routed by 300 royal soldiers of
the fifth regiment from San Islado. E- - E. Meier Appointed Delegate
A few rebels were killed, forty others
to National Irrigation
wounded and many made prisoners.
Congress.
Agent of the Revolution.
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 22. Jose
Leon Del Valle, it is reported, will be
A very well attended meeting of the
sent to Washington as confidential Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce was
agent of the revolution In favor of presided over last evening by Pres- value exceeding $50 were committed
General Reyes.
ident Samuel G. Cartwright.
F. F. for trial at the London sessions.
AH of these, however, were allowed
pormly acted as temporary secreout on bail.
tary.
One Woman Died.
President Cartwright
announced
FIGHTING
A poster circulated by Mrs. Pethlck
the death of Secretary C. G. Richie,
Lawrence calling on women to assemand said that since then M. T.
has been acting secretary. Aft- ble In their thousands, and "see fair
protect women from being
NANKING er some discussion end a favorable play and victimized
by the police in
brutally
from
committee
of
five
a
of
report
uniform and plain clothes as they
of which C. J. Crandall was chairman,
were on Black
1910, when, as
and L. A. Hughes, H. S. Kaune, H. H. a result of ill Friday,one
Driwoman died
usage,
Outposts
Imperialist
Dorman and L. B. Vickroy the other
and many were seriously injured'
In
Rebels
S.
J.
was
ven by
Harris
elected was produced in court. Counsel for
members,
secretary.
the government warmly condemned
Nankno
The New Secretary.
this as a disgraceful and unworthy efMr. Harris will have regular office fusion.
FIFTEENTH INFANTRY FOR CHINA hours at the Palace of the Governors
and will give his time entirely to the "I AM INNOCENT,"
duties of the office, serving at the
DECLARES HENRY BEATTIE.
same
time without salary. He came
Concen
Are
Goverment Troops
to Santa Fe two years ago from St
Son of Respected Parents
trating Under Boxer General Paul, Minnesota, and has definite Degenerate
States That He Might as
at
plans about city building and publicity
Well Die Now.

FIERCE

Dun-leav-

y

are
at

features.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Nov. 22. A news dispatch
from Tien Tsin today says the imperialist forces at Nanking under Gen
eral Chang are surrounded and short
of food, with their retreat cut off. The
fall of the city before revolutionists

X is apparent.
X
Imperialists Driven Back.
X
San
Francisco, Nov. 22. The ChinX
X ese rebels engaged outposts of the
Goo
X Nanking defenses at the village of
near
the
besieged
Shee,
city,
driving
X
back with a lose of sevX the imperials
killed and wounded, acX eral hundred
to a Shanghai cable today to
X cording
the Chinese Free Press ; here. The
X
Manchus in Peking are fostering an
X antt
foreign propaganda.
X
X Fifteenth. Infantry Bound for China.
Manila, P. I., Nov. 22. The Fit
X
X teenth infantry which is due to arrive
X here on December 1, probably will be
X sent at once to China. The soldiers
X will arrive on the transport Thomas
X and will leave for China on the same
X boat.
Boxer General In Command.
X
X
Nov. 22.
Pekiug,
Imperialists
X troops are concentrated at
X
in Shan-S- i province, with the
X intention of attacking the revolution-toe- s
there. General Chang
X
of Boxer notoriety, is in command

xxsssxsssxsxxxxs

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Nov. 22. The steamship Prinz Joachim of the Hamburg
American line, which left here last
Saturday for Kingston, Jamaica, is
ashore on the rocks off Saman
200 miles north of Haiti. William
J. Bryan, and grandchild,
with a
party of 83 tourists, are on board.
News of the wrecking of the Prinz
Joachim came in a wireless dispatch
to this city. The steamship is in no
immediate danger but requires assistance. Wrecking tugs will be sent
from the most available points. The
last wireless report received states
that the passengers were calm and

--

We-Chl- h

to Irrigation Congress.
S. G. Cartwright, appoint
ed E. E. Meir, who is the engineer in
charge of the Arroyo Hondo Irrigation
project, to be a delegate to the National Congress at Chicago on December 10. The second delegate will be
appointed by Mr. Cartwright as soon
as he learns of any Santa Fean who
will be in Chicago at that time, or
who is willing to go to the congress.
Inauguration Committee.
President S. G. Cartwright appointed a committee consisting of Dr. J. A.
Massie L. A. Hughes and Paul A. F.
Walter to
.with Mayor, Arthur Seligman in making proper preparations for the inauguration of Governor W. C. McDonald.
A resolution was adopted endorsing
the propoganda of the American embassy association, whose aim' it is to
Delegate

President

have Uncle Sam own his own embassy buildings in the capitals of other
'
nations.
An appeal from the Panama Exposi
tion Board of San Francisco urging the
passing of a resolution for a state
appropriation for a state exhibit, was
read, out no action was taken.
A number of accounts were audited
and ordered paid. After an informal
discussion of other matters, the board
ndlourned. to meet, araln mi th
r
Tuesday In December.
': '

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Richmond, Va., Nov. 22. "I am innocent," Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., condemned to die Friday for wife murder,
announced through the Rev. Dr. J. J.
Fix, one of his spiritual advisers, today. He declared that he wouid
make no confession.
In a formal statement. Dr. Fix told
of Beattl's declaration, "I .have to die
some time, and it might as well be
now," the prisoner exclaimed.
"I
reckon there is no use putting it off.
It would just make It harder tor the
old man."

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

THE CHILDREN WILL
X
BE DELIGHTED.
X
A Maypole around
which
X dolls are winding apple bios- X eoms and a chimney down
X which Santa Claus glides with
X his presents, are but two of the
X feature
attractions for the
X children at the Presbyterian
X sale tomorrow afternoon at
X the Public Library. Of course,
X the sale is for the big folks as
X well as the little ones and the
X Caffeterla supper that will be
X served needs no advertising to
X the many who took It In last
X year. All are Invited. There
X will be no admission fee.
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M.

pleaded guilty to cattle stealing and f
FOR A
NO CASCARET USER
jutige itooerts gave mm a Busyeiiuu
sentence of four to five years and a
EVER HAS
GOOD STOMACH
fine of $500. Francisco Gonzales pleaded guilty to larceny of merchandise.
This Offer Should Be a Warning to Frank Mitchell was found guilty in A 10 Cent Box Will Keep Your
four minutes of larceny of a wagon
Stomach and Bowels Cl
Every Man and Woman.
The newspapers and medical jour- and a team of horses.
Pure and Fresh for
We Guarantee
Months.
nals recently have had much to say
Evervthinsr
relative to a famous millionaire's of- RECEPTION IN HONOR OF
MISS HAZEL SPARKS.
Sick headache, biliousness
iu i
fer of a million dollars for a new
Good to Eat and
Everything
stomach.
ness, coated tongue, foul U- ' ';;d
was too Brilliant Social Affair, With Music foul breath always trace the.
This great
f
and Song, Was Well Attended
of
condition
to
about
the
worry
i
pid liver, delayed fermenting
Brand busy
Under
Drink
'
Last Night.
his stomach. He allowed his dyspep
the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
The reception given last night at the
sia to run from bad to worse until in
Poisonous matter clogged in the inHigh School Auditorium in honor of testines. Instead of being cast out of
to be
Under
the end it became incurable.
His misfortune serves as a warning Miss Hazel Sparks who won the state the system is
into the
sold medal lor the Dest oration, was blood. When this poison reaches the
to others.
Solitaire Brand
Represented
Kvprv nn who suffers with dvsDen- - " unusually brilliant affair and a very delicate brain tissue it causes congessia for a few years will give every- - enjoyable one. Miss. Claribel Fischer, tion and that dull, throbbing, sickene of Santa Fe's n.ost talented young ing headache.
thing he owns for a new stomach.
selection
Dyspepsia is commonly caused by an Pianistes, gave a delightful
Salts, cathartic pills, oil and purgaabnormal state of the gastric juices, from Chopin which was loudly ap-o-r tive waters force a passageway for a
Allan McCord
by lack of tone in the walls of the Pl"tided. Mrs.
day or two yes but they don't take
The result is that the stom- - ed with songs, accompanied on the the poisons out and have no effect
m
'piano by Miss Marion Bishop. Miss upon the liver or stomach.
(t
,iioc Ww
We are now able to supply certain 'Athlon played two difficult selections Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
Wood delivTni0iT,
0iom.T,tt hoin tn postow onredthea violin. Professor
regulate the stomach, remove the
and
the
short address
gave
to the gastric juices their digestive
sour, undigested and fermenting food
Bouthern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
imwer and to aid in making the atom- - reasons in an amusing way why Santa- and foul gases, take the excess bile
PURCHASES.
CASH
secTICKETS WITH ALL
WE GIVE REGISTER
for
the
honors
carried
the
ach strong and well.
from the liver and carry out of the
jF
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia Tab- - ond time- system all the decomposed waste
MRS. GOOD COOK:
was
ne
DaJ1
very
nga scn01
lets are a most dependable remedy for
matter and poisons in the intestines
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY
REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
and
occasion
the
for
and bowels.
stomachs, indigestion, and tvy decorated
ED WITH
A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET. .
is due Miss Staley,
mention
special
A Cascaret tonight will surely
dyspepsia
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
for
class
the
Wade
Junior
Miss
and
will
and
to
We want you
try them
straighten you out by morning. They
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
return your money if you are not more havinS misled In the brilliant affair, work while you sleep a
box
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
were
lemonade
and
Ice
cake
cream'
than satisfied with the result.
from
druggist means inside cleanYOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS FOR
sie siaiey cioseu liness your
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents and servQ anQ Mss
and a clear head for months.
THE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.
S1 nn
Pomemher von ran obtain Rex- - " evening by giving two fine selec- Ask any of the millions of Cascaret
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
on
the
piano.
all Remedies in this community only
users if they ever have headache.
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Wood-Davi- s
Another Account.
at our store The Rexall Store. The
of
account
the
Another
reception
Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Francisco
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
was furnished the New Mexican as DENVER GIRL GIVEN HEAVY
and
on
Street.
Delicious Cream
SENTENCE FOR WHITE SLAVERY.
follows:
"The reception given last night by
POSSESSION.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 22. Less than
I but solve the mystery that the senior class of the Santa Fe high
Could
Black.
l
Phone,
school in honor of Miss Hazel Sparks a year ago an unsophisticated high
lies
Within the deepening mirror of her! in the high, school auditorium was a school girl in this city, Ruth Davenvery pleasant affair. Circumstances port spent last night in a steel cell
eyes,
Would the reward be great, or know-- ! were so that the two leading speakers in the Alberta penitentiary at EdmonThe senior ton, Canada. She has begun a three-yea- r
could not be present.
ledge bring
sentence imposed upon her by
line
A juggler's trick unmasked, a foolish class constituted the receiving
J with Miss
thing?
Sparks at the position of the Canadian court for participating
in "white slavery" at Calgary, Alber- honor.
"This was followed by a short
Roy Frederickson, the Denver
Could I but taste the sweetness of her
gram as follows: Piano solo by the barber with whom she left her home
Bedewed with nectar from the lily's musical director, Miss Marion Bishop. last March, was sentenced to five
Piano solo by Miss Claribel FiBcher. years on the same charge.
crypts,
After the surfeit, would it prove to! Vocal solo by Mrs. A. R. McCord, ac
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
be
companied on the piano by Miss Ha- ELDERLY WOMAN COMMITS
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulkand packages O'oer sweet, a cloying insipidity?
zel Sparks. Superintendent J. A. Wood
SUICIDE AT DENVER HOME.
then made a little talk in which he
Denver, Colo., Nov. 22. After send
close
And when at length within my
endeavored to tell 'something about ing her son, Victor, for a walk be
house in Santa Fe
The only exclusive
embrace
the work required in English, and cause he had been in the house all
I held her glowing, yielding, face how he managed the primary oratori- day
6619
.
attending to her wants, Mrs. Ida
gainst face,
cal contest. It is his custom to have M. Johnson, 57, committed suicide by
Would cynic devils in that hour arise
N. M.
every member of the senior class en- drinking carbolic acid at her home,
Phone Black To bring a bitter fruit in Paradise? ter the contest. A few days before 74 South Jason street.
Phone Black
the primary contest was held, a try-oIs there, perchance, a distant Acadie
If you want anything on earth'-T- rj
contest was held and the best six
Where things that seem are ever as were retained. It is not his
New Mexican want ad.
policy
things be?
sv
w
w sr a
ww r
ww
4
i
i
in some high schools, to
as
prevails
Where dull possession comes to blight
some certain one to be the con- select
That Contain Mercury.
no more
members of as
Nor press the ideal ever on before?; te" tant end let M other
mercury will surely destroy the
or
no
class
interest
have
the
respon sense of smell and completely de
-- Bernard Wolff.
sibility in the contest. He stated that range the whole system when entering
t : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Miss Sparks won by nara and persist it through the mucous surfaces. Such
ent work, as she began last summer articles should never be used except
for on prescription from
to stuffy and write and
AROUND THE STATE
reputable physi
about three months, hut he was un cians, as the damage they will do is
aware of this until a short time be ten fold to the good you can possibly
fore the contact.
derive from them.
Electric Line for Raton. .
Hall's Catarrh
An electric street railway from
'
"Superintendent Wood's remarks Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney Delivered to
your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
RaTrinidad over the Raton Pass to
were followed 4y a beautifully render ft Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mer
ton is planned.
ed violin solojby Miss Ashton, fifth cury, and is taken internally, acting
grade teacher, accompanied by Miss directly upon the blood and mucous
Charged With Larceny.
Bishop. ThenJ followed the refresh surfaces of the system. In buying
Union
Near
Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
Samuel Mondragon has been arrest ments from thq school kitchen, grace Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
ed at Raton on charge of robbing the fully served by the members of the the genuine.
It is taken internally
PHONE, RED 100.
and made in Toledo, Ohio by F. J.
office of the Raton LumDer and Manu junior class.
facturing Company.
The entire! occasion was very Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
soia Dy druggists. Price 75c per
much enjoyed hjy all."
Died of Internal Hemorrhage.
bottle.
,
AND RETAIL
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
George Lawrence, aged 69 years,
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SELECT LINE OF
died after intense agony at the Law
RATON
ENJOYS. EVERY MEAL
pation.
ranch near Clayton, Union county. A
YANKEE
:
:
blood vessel above his heart had burst
CERRILL08
Vinol
Was
Since Taking
Pun
Eating
and he bled to death slowly.
Handkerchief Cases, Manicure Sets, Sewing Cases, Book Marks and
ishment Before.
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GROCERY
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laBle-disorder-

The Delicatessen Store

Hardware Co.

Puffs

Saturday

Thursday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Attention! SptK

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to be tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,

pro-lip-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

I

robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

grain

Blk.
Santa Fe,

Phone

LEO HERSCH

45

F. F. GORMLEY

45

ri
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LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

DAWSON COAL

" The

water t

Why import Mineral

J. CRICHTON

r

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

J

Quality Coal."

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
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all

beautifully hand decorated
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Bank Change at Clayton.
There are hundreds, even thou
W. D. Kilburn, Oliver Moore and
of
sands
right around here
have
Roy Ammerman, Sr.,
purchased who have people
had no appetitie for a long
Thanksgiving Post Cards.
in
the State
the controlling interest
because they must
Bank of Commerce at Clayton, Union time and eat only
A Brooklyn man, Thos. J. Sinclair,
county, from W. H. Land.
says in a letter "For nearly nve
years I was tormented with stomach
Sao Francisco Street
Wilson Cleared on One Indictment. trouble. I had no
appetite and I suf
Dr. E. N. Wilson, formerly of Santa fered so much; and so long that it
Fe, was acquitted at Albuquerque yes- seemed as if ij never would get any
terday by direction of Judge Ira A. relief. Vinol proved to be just what
Abbott to the jury, of the charge of I needed. It
brought back my appeembezzling the funds of the Home tite, relieved the .painful symptoms
Bond & Loan Company.
and now my digestion is perfect.
enjoy every meal now, where former
Confesses to Hold-Uly eating was almost a punishment,
Frederick H. Morgan has been arThis delicious cod liver and iron
rested at Cimarron, Colfax county, remedy without oil is wonderful to
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
and has confessed that he held up L. stimulate the appetite and build up
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS J. Edmunds at Raton, stating that the body. AH Who are weak and run
having seen a hold-uportrayed in a down from stomach. trouble or other
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
moving picture theater, he went out causes should try Vinol on our positive
with the idea of trying the thing him guaranty to refund the money if they
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
self.
are not perfectly satisfied. The Capital
re ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
our
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos,
prices and
Many Maps Printed.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
The engraving and printing division
of the United States Geological Sur
and Arizona purchasers.
HACK
vey is turning out a large amount of WOOD' YS
e
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
map material, much of
which is printed in many colors, some
From
Established 1900
of the lithograph sheets requiring 15
LEARNARD &
BARRANCA TO TAOS
"
During October
Albuqurque, New Mexico or more impressions.
LINDEMANN CO.
the presses delivered a total of 421,- Meets Both North South
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
928 maps and charts, which represent
Bounds Trains.
ed over a million impressions.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
District Court at Las Vega.
'
Judge Roberts at Las Vegas instruct Taos at 7 p. m.
ed the grand jury to investigate careTen miles shorter than any other
and satfel heraasw
For Mre at
agl
pHoas
hack and good
fully any information that may have way. Good cover
THEODORE CQ&11CK,
:
come to them regarding violations of team. Fare
IACI USE
round trip. Teams
the gambling, Sunday closing, elec furnished commercial men to take In
112.
hM !
tion and school laws. Fidel Ortiz was the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
chosen foreman.
Laudato Quintana 8tatlen.
:

:

:

:

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

p

.

COMPANY

ad
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Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

BASKET LEAYES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
M"ar

Fift

95-0- 0

Lump

Anthracite Coal all SizeB, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SS!OTSli7S5Sf.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 2)

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays sad
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
aodRincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rlfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqne at a Bargain.

PilD CATC
rUR OAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES,

103
Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

high-grad-

CUtf'S

Weed

WHOLESALE

Screened

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES

a great many other novelties
:
:
water colors.

at

LIVERY STABLE

OPEN DAY AND' NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c a disk.
New York Chop Sue Me.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single)
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Wbei

it

Reed of AnyfMnf

it fie LIVERY IM.
Mien hnkhei
Dob

kapar Ave.
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COMFORTING WORDS.
Many a Santa Fe Household
Find Them So.

-

To have the pains and aches of a
bad iiack removed; to he entirely free
from nnncying, dangerous
urinary
disorders is enough to make any kid'
ney smfferer grateful. To tell how
this preat change can be brought
about will prove comforting words to

hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusouala Tanni, College St, Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a pqDlic testimonial in praise of
Doaa's Kidney Pills to the effect that
they had cured me of a pain in my
bacfc, caused by , disordered kidneys
me to sit down a
, My work obliges
.
good deal and this weakened my kidney, causing backache. While at
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and I was very
anxious to find a remedy that would
' relieve me.
Learning of Doan's Kid-ney. Pills, I procured a box and to my
, delight, they soon fixed me up in good
.
I have since had no need of
Bttape.
fcdney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur-n
: cents.
Co., Buffalo,
;
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
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ERS
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By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Iowa. 'Tor vears I was
More Time Needed to Bridge Ottumwa,
almost a constant sufferer from female
Over Credits in Foreign
trouble in all its

forms:
shooting pains all
over my body, sick
headache,
spinal
weakness, dizziness,

and
depression,
that was

v

1--

r

dreadful

Countries.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Orleans, Nov. 22. The propos
ed plan for a National Reserve Asso
ciation would place the banking and
currency system of the United States
In the front ranks of those of the
leading nations of the world, in the
opinion of James B. Forgan, president
of the First National Bank of Chicago, who addressed the convention of
the American Bankers' Association
here today.
"Under the proposed plan," Mr. Forgan said, "the minds of the local deNOTICE.
positors in our banks would be divDepartment of Territorial Engineer, erted from the small lawful cash reSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 14, 1911. serves they individually maintain. AtNumber of Application
tention would be directed, rather, to
Notice is hereby given that on the the fact that the banks were affiliat1st day of November, 1911, in accord- ed with a central association, main- ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law taining and controlling for them their
of 1907, Walter G. Turley of Velarde ,awful reserveg and standine readv
county of Rio Arriba, territory of New jto Buppiy tnem witn lts circulating
Mexico, made an application to the notes wnenever necessary. The plan
territorial engineer of New Mexico for , SUggested will, therefore, afford our
a permit to appropriate irom me pun- - banks the principal advantages of the
lie waters of the territory of New branch banking system, without sur
Mexico.
rendering their individuality, of ownSuch appropriation is to be made ership, their interest in local affairs or
from Rio Grande at a point 4 Sec. the local control of their interest."
Mr. Forgan submitted a prospective
cor. S. 34 T. 23 N. R. 9 E. by means of
diversion and 1.7 cu. ft. per sec. is to balance sheet of the National Reserve
be conveyed to Sec. 34 T. 23 N. R.. 9 Association, based on the suggestions
E. & S. 3 T. 22 N. R. 9 E. by means of of former Senator Nelson W. Aldrich
capital be $150,000,000
pumping into ditch from Rio Grande that its paid-iand there used for irrigation of 166 and its minimum legal reserve be fifacres.
ty per cent, of net liabilities. ProsThe Territorial engineer will take pective figures credited the Associathis application up for consideration tion with a loaning or investing capon the 12th pf February, 1912, and all acity of $275,000,000. Prior to this he
persons who may oppose the granting had dwelt at length upon financial
of the above application must file conditions here and in Europe during
their objections substantiated with af- the financial crisis of 1907.
"How different from our method of
fidavits with the Territorial Engineer and copy with applicant on or meeting an emergency is that employed by European banks," he said. "In
before that date.
every country in Europe whose bank"CHARLES D. MILLER,
Territorial Engineer. ing system the National Monetary
Commission investigated, it was found
that the practice is just the reverse of
TIMETABLE ALL
ours. They meet emergencies by exLOCAL TRAINS pansion of credit; we by contracting
it. They increase their loans; we curours.
so
The following are tne time tables tail we They have facilities for
have
none."
doing;
f the local railroads:
An important element of the Re-

everything
horrid. I tried many
doctors in different
parts of the United
States, but Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
clone more for me than all the doctors.
I feel it my duty to tell you these
facts. My heart is full of gratitude to
you for my cure." Mrs. Harriet E.
TRANQUILINO L ABADIP.
Wampleb, 524 S. Ransom Street, Candidate for the House from Santa Fe, Torrance and
Guadalupe Counties.
Iowa.
Ottumwa,

nrMrir

Consider This Advice.

No woman should submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death,
until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous medicine, made only
from roots- and herbs, has for thirty
years proved to be the most valuable
tonic and invigorator of the female
organism. Women residing in almost
every city and town in the United
States bear willing testimony to the
wonderful virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
-

Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.,
invites all sick women to write
her for advice. Her advice is free,
confidential, and always helpf uL
mana for them will be at its height.
At such times the banks will have to

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

Age 57 years.
Born in Santa Fe.
Spent boyhood at. Abiquiu,
Tome. Anton Chico, Fort Sum- ner, Cimarron, Santa Rosa and
other points.
Educated in St. Michael's
College.
Deputy County Clerk.
Interpreter and translator.
City Clerk of Las Vegas.
Deputy sheriff.

eling with his parents, his father be

ji

X ing for twelve years federal agent,
X first for the Navajos, then the Mesca-lerX
Apaches, then the Utes and JicaX rillas. His father was also for ten
X years sheriff of Valencia, Santa Fe
X and San Miguel counties.
The boy
X therefore lived at Abiquiu, Tome, An-

x ton

Chico, Fort Sumner,

Santa Rosa

X and other points, until he was old
X enough to enter St. Michael's college
X at Santa Fe, from which he graduat-

a

Eye
On This Space

ed.

Postmaster.
X
Mr. Labadie has held many public
Secretary and Treasurer and X trusts. He was deputy county clerk,
X Regent of the Normal Univer- - X
deputy collector, collector and treasX sity.
jt urer of San Miguel county, postmasX.
County Collector. Bookkeep- - X ter of Las Vegas, translator and inX er and manager of lumber X
terpreter in various legislatures, reX plant.
gent, secretary and treasurer of the
X
Member
of Constitutional X Normal University by appointment of
X Convention.
$c former Governor Prince,
deputy assessor, probate e'eri of Guadalupe
county and member of the ConstituTranquilino Labadie, member of tional Convention. He has been bookthe House for the float district com- keeper and manager of the lumber
posed of Santa Fe, Guadalupe and Tor- plant of Eugenio Romero at Maiano
rance counties is a native of Las Ve He is a successful businessman, offgas, but his boyhood was spent trav icial and political leader.
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Keep Your

support their reserve balances with
the National Reserve Association,
against which they may have currency
shipped to them, by rediscounting
their available paper. As the business demand lor circulating notes declines, they will Teturn to the banks
and through them to the branches of
the National Reserve Association tor
credit on deposit. Simultaneously will
mature the rediscounts on which the
increased issue of notes was based."
The lawful money reserve of the As- the reserves of the country it does not change its liquid credits Into whatsociation, he thought, would be but lit- provide for centralizing the power; ever form of credit the requirements
tle affected by its domestic business the assembling of such large reserves of the community would make it conwill create an increased ability to extransactions.
venient for that bank to furnish, even
a
Mr. Forgan closed with resume of tend credit, for that power will be de- to the extent of furnishing currency
be
centralized
and
to
turned
back
all
the evils attendant upon the present
itself."
financial system in this country and a of the banks instead of remaining in
Address by Frank G. Anderson.
of bankers in the Central
the
hands
the
"Natonal
that
Reserve
predicton
New Orleans, Nov. 22. A minor
Association would become the largest, Reserve cities as is now the case.
"To secure credit now the public modification in the National Reserve
the strongest, the safest and the best
must depend upon the ability and in- - Association plan was suggested today
fnancial institution in the world."
serve Association's
he
strength,
clination of bankers in those cities to !by Frank G. Anderson, president of
"A. T. A 8. F. By."
Address By George M. Reynolds.
Bank of California, of San Fran-tiothought, would be its foreign bills
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of the foot is
as nice an art as the
grooming of the body,
and youj know that no
part of a man's or woman's rig is more attractive than a pretty

THE

foot well shod.
When you want shoes
to properly match the
new gown or suit you
will wear when going
out or receiving company, let us provide you

with strictly
footwear, and you may
rest assured you will
get the very latest style,
the most perfect fit and
the best quality for the
least money.
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IRIDESCENT OR LURID?
Some wise man of the East has al-- '
ready made the astounding discovery
that "the Colonel" is to be not mere
ly a candidate for the Presidency in
1&12, but is to be THE candidal. The
terms in which this announcement is
made are nothing less than astounding from the capital letter on the ini
tial word to the full stop at the end
of the news item.
There is an old adage to the effect
that the bold individual whose temeri
ty is great enough to enable him to
accept an invitation "to eat soup with
the devil must have a long spoon."
Now here is the most amazing part of
this altogether sensational announcement.The man who is heading the
campaign to make the colonel President again is said to be J. Pierpont
Morgan.
One of old has said: "I have put a
lock upon my mouth that I offend not
with my tongue." Certainly the colonel has been as dumb as a clam, as
sealed up as a turtle (of the snapping
features or other) for many moons
and suns, too. He has been as uncom
municative and as puzzling as the
Sphinx. But at the same time we
have his own word for it (and who
will dare classify T. R. with the members of the Ananias Club?) that un
der no imaginable circumstances could
he or would he consent to cultivate
"the recipient mood" or allow himself
to be caught by the outstretched
"hands of his friends," determined on
making him a candidate for the Presidency in 1912. In very fact Mr. Roosevelt from his own lips has let fall
the confession that in his own judgment (and surely that is infallible)
to try to make him President next
year would be "a national calamity."
We therefore do not hesitate to characterize as both iridescent and lurid
the statement that Mr. John Pierpont
Theodore
Morgan and the Hon.
Roosevelt are in a conspiracy against
the people to put the latter forward as
a candidate for the Presidency in 1912.
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and burros are valued at the respect-- :
able sum of $13,092,857. However, the'
mule makes a much better showing.
There are 4,183,572 of him and he is
valued at $522,402,0S0,, or ten times
as much as all the wealth of New
Mexico, that is the wealth that the assessor returns for taxation. Horses
there are in the country almost twenty millions, and they are worth ever
two billion dollars. That, of course,
includes a good many high steppers
on one hand and ordinary cayuses on
the other.
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Prop

FALLING OFF IN KANSAS
CITY CATTLE RECEIPTS.

Southern Santa Fe County Considered

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and . foreign exchange-anmakes telegraphic
"transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con- -f
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist'
ent with sound banking. ' '
'
OFFICERS.
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One of Best Sheep Raising
in Southwest.,

Kansas City Stock Yards, Nov. 22.
Though cattle receipts here last week
were less than the preceeding week,
and not as large as the corresponding
week last year, the market weakened
a little under the influence of heavy
marketing of short fed cattle at Chicago the first half of the week. Losses were smallest on range cattle, beef
steers selling 10 to 20 lower at the
end of the week, cows a shade lower,
stockers and feeders steady. The run
today is 21,000 cattle here, and lioeral
at Chicago, market steady to 10 lower.
Stockers and feeders that are of desirable breeding and colors are as
high as any time, Colorado feeders
bringing up to $5.70, and yearlings
$5.40. Beef steers from the mountain
section sell at $5.25 to $5.75, cows and
heifers, $4.004.65. New Mexico and
panhandle stock steers and calves are
generally well bred and sell near the
top, feeders up to $5.50 and stockers
$5.35, heifers up to $4.75, and cows at
$3.50 to $4.30, veals $7.00, and heavy
calves around $5.25. Corn is higher
than a year ago, but finished
cattle are selling at fancy figures, and
the country demand absorbs the offerings at steady to firm prices. Prime
fed natives brought $8.75 to $9.25 last
Tuesday, highest prices paid in two
years. This kind of cattle are scarce,
the best here today only reaching
The Thanksgiving
holiday
$8.00.
Thursday of this week is going to cut
some figure in fat cattle prices, as
the increased offerings of poultry and
game at that time furnish buyers with
a strong argument.
Hog receipts here last week were
85,000 head, the largest run this fall,
The markt advanced in the face of
mg 1Q tQ lg centg due partly t0 ae
improved quality of the otteringSj but
the hogs.
mosUy becauS packers want
.
.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It !
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Then Act !

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Sash, Doors,

sky-lin-

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
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comparatively
"The beauty of the panoramic view Mcyico
Road.
liland
on
Rock
a result, that is now considered the
gent triumph, and the insurgents on the other side beyond' Canon free from insects, and its fruit raising
ranchmen's paradise. M. Gomez, the
would become a prcucer t of
would set up a. new claim to be the City is magnificent. Here
industry
and
valley
(Br Speclai Leased lre ta New Mexloanl owner of a cattle and sheep ranch
wealth
of
deficits.
instead
IslRepublican party.
Dallas, Texas, fov. 22. Rock
winding river, foot hills and mountains
there, who was in this week with a
and railroad officials here today anpersons of both parties have combined' to form a marvelous
of stock, reports that the
shipment
and DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR NEWS nounced that, their fast west bound
filled with loveliness
will believe that in these contests scene
present season was just right, and
near
was
wrecked
to
result
train
net
Dasseneer
the
for Congress
grandeur.
ought
PAPERS.
are now in the best of spirThe fireman stockmen
"The drive was constructed by con.
Dallas this afternoon.
be encouraging to the Republicans.
to
a
is
its.
Next
letter
there
personal
It must be remembered that the fight vict labor; that made it possible to no advertising medium for a town or v.as killed and tlie engineer badly
"We never cut so much hay any seato have
hurt and all coaches
in those four districts was on national carry out such an extensive improve- community as the
son as was put up this year in the valnewspaper puh turned over, but io reported
ment.
were
All
construc
the
credit
for
the
passengers
and
contest
for
lines. The
governors
lished In that community.
ley," said Mr. Gomez. "We had rains,
was statdd.
members of the legislature in the var- tion of the road properly belongs to
99 per cent of the newspa- killed, it
Probably
and
the feed grew everywhere. Cattle
wrecked
John
of
is
Colo
was
the
The train which
Cleghorn, warden
ious states which elected those offpers printed in New Mexico are con known as the
are a little short, but we have n good
"Firefly."
icers were, in some degree, affected by rado state's prison.
waste-baskimmediate
signed to the
many sheep. But we have the feed,
"John Cleghorn, ever busy minded ly after they have been read by the
local issue, but national questions deand when we get through shipping we
OF
BELEN
THIRD
VICTIM
of
and
conceived
the idea
far seeing,
cided the result in the Congressional
subscriber. Their value ceases imme
to
IS DEAD will be well supplied with feed
district. It is possible that Governor making of this rocky, impenetrable, diately.
be
'will
stock
over
that
all
the
carry
Wilson's trimming and general unreli- and dangerous ridge a driveway. GoEvery wide awake citizen of New
to Canon City, he laid the matter Mexico is interested these
Fireman Frank K- - Scott, frightfully left."
ability may have reacted, to some ex- ing
days in probefore
more
the
citl
scalded
and otherwise injured in the
tent, against the Democrats in New
moting the growth of his community
zens of that place. Of course, he had and of the new state as a whole. If head-ocollision pf two Santa Fe NEPHEW OF J. P. MORGAN ;
Jersey, and that this helped to ac the convicts
IS IN THE CITY?
'boys' he called them, every subscriber to a newspaper in trains on the steep Abo pass grade
count for the increase of Republican
and
labor
be
furnished
would
the
free
of
the
Fe
after
foad"
Santa
Monday
of
state
New
the
tried
Mexico
and perwould, after
margin of S40 given to a
to the people; but it took money to he has read that
Al
Eckland of Los Angeles,"
newspaper, wrap It, noon, passed awajj yesterday evening "E,
sonally popular man a year ago to
for
the
pay
tools,
necessary
leged Incog of This
one-cea
stamp on it and ad- at 5 o'clock at St Joseph's hospital at
put
, 2,000 for a worthy but comparatively etc., and Mr. Cleghorn powder,
could not fur dress it to some
.Rich Man.
new member of the party last week.
acquaintance in oth Albuquerque.
nish any money. In less than forty- er
tinder
the
the
would
a
result
be
states,
unassuming name of E.
Most of the gain, however, probably
hours the necessary finances advertisement which would drawhuge MOYER DENOUNCES HEARST
Eckland of Los Angeles, California,
came from the general swing of the eight
were pr&vided and Cleghorn put large tremendous volume of
AT ATLANfTA CONVENTION, the nephew of J. Pierpont Morgan,
attention to the
electorate of the country back to the gangs of convict laborers
at work im Sunshine State.
world-famefinancier, is alleged to be
Bide.
of
the
The
Republican
wresting
to
'hew
a
took
It
time
mediately.
long
The idea of the letter to the news
Atlanta. . Ga.. ! Nov. 22. William at the Montezuma Hotel. Mr.
Pennsylvania District from the Demo out' the road. Many problems were
arrived yesterday and is on his
crats can have no other explanafon encountered, but the work was finally paper "back home" hag been well re Randolph Hearst ?as branded' as an
ceived. Many of these letters are now enemy of organized labor in the con- way east, traveling leisurely and in. than that the Republican party is gain
completed.
going out of the state according to ad. vention of the Arherican Federation cognito to avoid the "rush of reporing ground. A Democrat holds the
"Today there stands a large monu vices received
the Bureau of Immi of Labor today by. Gharles H. Moyer ters.; At all events reporters were
Third Nebraska District to which ment on the highest point of the road gration and thebyresult will be a
great or tne western Federation oi Miners unsuccessful in meeting the well
: a Democrat
was elected in 1908 and on which are carved the simple words many columns of beneficial advertisknown New Yorker, whose name is
e
but the Democratic margin has 'John Cleghorn;
Drive. This ing in newspapers published In other
,1910,
said to be Henry Morgan in Wall
MANY ROADS ARE IMPROVED.
'
fallen far in the past twelve months. great roadway is a public, highway
states.
.
.
Street circles.
For state officers in the recent clec-- ' absolutely free to all pedestrians,
Supplement this by making the full
Mr. "Eklund" wears an unassuming
(Continued Tom raw One.)
tion the Republicans carried Nebra- equestrians, and every kind of ve est use possible of the home newssuit (good tor dusty countries
ska und nobody doubts now that the hicle, including automobiles. The papers. Don't throw the newspaper the New Mexico national forests; brown
'
and he is said to be about 38 years
.
Republican presidential candidate will driveway is one of the leading at away when you have finished with it quail and grouse have been distribut- of
age.
have Nebraska's vote in 1912. That tractions of Colorado, and its accom- Wrap it and mail it to an acquaintance ed to preserve's that had been literally
to
besides
to
stt.te gave its support
the grand There Is not a newspaper in New
its favorite plishment
adding
of small game. Efficient dep- TWO IMPORTANT SUITS IN
democratic son in 1908, but- - Bryan total of road improvements in the west Mexico that fails to have in every is- stripped
wardens
have ,been appointed W
uty
COURT AT ALBUQUERQUE.
' will not
be the candidate next year. It serves as a rich example of how sue some Item of special Interest to every county In New Mexico.
Alfred
Grunefeld and Ivan Gruns-felwill be noticed uiat the East and the means, hardly thought existing, may the man outside. The local newspa
"Through the enactment of laws by
comprising the firm of Gruns-fel- d
"West were represented in the special be used to carry out a large and a suc per is much more Interesting than a
the legislature, a system of licensing
Bros., obtained a judmettt in the
elections for members of Congress, cessful undertaking."
post card, much more effective as an hunters has been inaugurated, both
district court at Albuquerque; against
to
advertisement
more
far
in
movement
each
section
the
of
and
likely
,
for resident and f
Abran Abeyta for 510.98, with inter
...the voters is toward the Republican
The largest attendance of business produce an enduring result.
and the income derived from est at the rate of eight per cent, and
letW
the
"back
home"
Supplement
aide. The Republican candidate of men and property owners at the meet
this source has provided sufficient rev ail costs of Jhe suit The amount
1912 is tolerably certain to have an ing of the Chamber of Commerce last by making the fullest use of your lo- enue
for paying the salaries of - the claimed Is for goods, wares and merample majority in Kansas, as well as evening is very significant. In the cal newspaper.
game warden and his .deputies, be- chandise sold and delivered. The disin Nebraska, and in most of the other past it has been difficult to have peosides making possible the accumula
court was occupied yesterday afttales in the Insurgent region, if pres-- . ple attend these meetings, but with THE BURRO AND OTHER BEASTS tion of a surplus in the treasury, with trict
ernoon in obtain a jury to try Antonio
OF
BURDEN.
nt signs mean anything as well as In ambition to make the capital also the
The humble burro figures in a cen which to import new species of game Ortiz for stabbing Crecenslo Mesa on
New York, New Jersey and the rest metropolis of the new state, it is evl- the night of April 16, last, in Ban Jose
Issued today in which for propagating purposes."
sus
of the solid East. With hundreds ceNent that as a rule the men of Santa Unclebulletin
Sam tells of the number of Rotwell Militia May Guard Border.
precinct The jury was completed
thousands of Republicans remaintoiM'e will work together, will cooperate
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 21. Capt. M. when court adjourned tor the day.
males, horses, asses and burros he
It
from
wag
the
compara- with enthusiasm. The new secretary, found on the farms and
away
polls
ranges of the S. Murray, commanding battery A. of
tively easy for the Democrats to carry elected last evening, will devote all United States during the recent cen- the New Mexico volunteer guard, re PARAGUAY IN THROE8
the House of Representatives last of his time to the Chamber of Com- sus taking. Asses and burros number ceived orders from Major Clark at Ft.
OF ANOTHER REVOLUTION.
merce and the advertising of Santa a total of 101,392 in the country. But Sam Houston, to be in readiness to (By Special Leued Win to Mw HexlOM
year, but. most of the
FV'
went to the polls In such national elecntirantlmia aim! h ahrmlri rs. there is a suspicion that a number of move to Ft. Blis o three days' no
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 22. It 1 report- here that a revolution hat begun in
tions as took place last week. When ceive the hearty support ef every man burros in New Mexico were overlook tice. One hundred aad ninety Roswell
ever there is any close approach to in the city.
ed by the census taken. The asset young men belong to the battery.
Sixty-Secon- d

NATIONAL

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

ccmection.

FIRST

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

8

?.

3-- 8

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also' General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
Ws solicit a liberal share of your patronafe.

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M. HESCH,
Jr. & SON
Phone Black

7--

Specifications, Etc.

33166.
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THE PALACE

c

V

T

"

AND
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THE MONTEZUMA
Now Under

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

the

Same Management.

2

'hog-bac-

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN,

Large Sample Rooms.

Proprietor

p

Fair-minde-

.

.

I

public-spirite-

d

n

"

.t

"Ek-land"

.

Sky-Lin-

.

:

non-reside-

...

,r

A

V

' Sit,.

'!-i.-v;

if"1

nim-rod-

WHITE

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 22. Call money,
2
silver,
prime paper,
56
Mexican dollars, 46
Cop- per, 12.5012.80; tin, 43.6043.75;

44

MAN WEDS NAVAJO
MAID AT SHIPROCK.

marriage between a white man
'A
ana a Navajo girl occurred at the

Sbiprock agency this week. Superin
tendent Shelton, of the agency, has
induced the educated Navajos to be
Worried according to the white man's
lead. 4.35(5)4.40: amalgamated 64
Great law and the results are even better
sugar, 118; Atchison, 107
Northern, 128; Reading, 12; Southern tb.an tne superintendent had hoped.
Union Pacific, 174 Walter Jones and
Pacific, 113
ire the names to whom County Cleric
steel, 64; steel, pfd., 109
St. Louis, Nov. 22. Lead firm, Elben issued the license.
$4.22
spelter firm, 6.60.
NOTICE.
Department of Territorial Engineer.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIB3.
Number of Application 554.
"
Chicago, Nov. 22. Wheat DecemSanta Fe, N. M., Nov. 14th, J 911.
?
Notice is hereby given that on the
May, 100
ber, 95
Corn December, 64
65 4 4th day of April, 1911, in accordance
May
'
"
with Section 26,
Irrigation Law
Oats December, 47
May of 1907, Cosme Martinez of Vallecitos,
50
county of Rio Arriba, Territory of
J New
Pork January, 16.40.
Mexico, made an application to
me rernionai Engineer oi New MexiLard January, 16.40.
co for a permit to appropriate from
Lard January, 9.40.
the public waters of the Territory oi
Ribs January, 8.60.
'
New Mexico.
WOOL MARKET.
Such appopriation is to be made
frcm Rio Vallecitos at a point S. 67
territory and western mediums 17
degrees 15 W. 12 chs. from NE cor.
20c; fine mediums 1618c; fine
15c
'
V".- S. 20 T. 26 N., R. 8 E., N. M. P. M.
by means of diversion and less than
Livestock
Re-- , on
ft. per eec. and or none acre
Kansas City, Nov. 22. Hogs
to be conveyed to Sections 20- ceipts 17,000. Market steady "to
lower. Bulk of sales $5.806.40; 21, T. 26 N., R. 8 E, by means of di
heavy $6.356.45; packers and butch- version works and canal, and there
ers $6.206.40;
lights $5.756.20; used for irrigation of approximately
40 acres owned by applicant.
pigs $4.255.25.
The Territorial Engineer will take
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
weak. Muttons $2.753.50: lambs 14 this application up for consideration
of
5.35: ranee wethers and yearlines as soon as possible after filing
'
prooi m accordance witn protest oy
.50; range ewes f23.50.
Chicago, Nov. 22. Cattle Receipts Martinez and Herrera, and all other
20,000. Market steady to shade lower. persons who may oppose the granting
of the bove application must file their
Beeves $4.50 9; Texas eteerti; $4
5.70; western steers $4.407.30; stock- objections substantiated with affidaers and feeders 2.905.65; jcdwi and YitB With the Territorial Rnarlnaor and
heifers $1.805.80; calves 15.60 8.25. 'cdpywith applicant oa or before that
,
Hogs
Receipts 35,000. Market oato.
t
CHARLES D. MILLER,
strong to easy. Light $5.756.35;
' Territorial Engineer.
mixed $66.50; heavy $66.50; rough
I
$e6.20; good to choice heavy $6.20
Have you Furalthea ftooms to RentT
bulk of sales
6 50; pigs $4.255.40;
A little campaign Want advertising r
,
$6.206.45.
Receipts 33,000. Market in the New Mexican will keep the inSheep
coma
rooms
,
from
from
furnished
western
your
slow. Native $2.253.70;
are
The classified-column- s
$3.65 4.60; lapsing.
yearlings
S2.403.70;
always looked up closely and it will
lambs, native $2.505.50. .n
pay rou wall ta as thaw.
COTTON.
New York, N, .Y., Nov.
Ara You a' Setter f An saverus
spot closed dull and unchanged. Midcolumns of the
dling uplands, 9.45; middling-- gutf. rnant In the tiasCTad
real astata
will
IPW
Hew
Mexican
t
9.70. No sales.
s
;
pat '
ensfaa
arxvaly. It win the
before
facta
the
of
ColPoparty
Want
New
Mexican
f
Read the
umn tt you want results.
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CAPITAL $50,00000
Does a General Banting

V

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B

"

"

"

Established

Cashier,

1856.

lr.g frc
E. J

s

-

throat ailment"
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Discount

ie owner of en or
PERSONAL MENTION
chard at La Mesa, Dona Ana county,
and also a coffee and tea salesm n, is
B
in town today, Mr. Evans is anaKing
Dr. T. J. Martin of Taos, is at the
for a compulsory orchard
propoganda
Montezuma hotel.
spraying law and expects to be in
C. P. Spader, a merchant of BernaSanta Fe during the legislative seslillo, is at the Coronado hotel.
sion to urge the adoption of the necE. C. Kinnison Is the guest of Col.
and Dress Shapes.
legislation.
essary
George W. Prichard at the Palace.
C. Liller, of Albuquerque, left
W.
J. C. Leavitt, a millinery salesman
SEE THEM AT
is here from Denver. He is at the last night for Carrizozo, where he will
spend a few days with Governor-elec- t
Palace.
Mr.
McDonald.
From Carrizozo
W C.
Judge A. B. Fall, the well known Liller will
New
go to Indianapolis
Republican and lawyer, will be here
York and Washington on legal busiSunday.
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSO.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Richardson, ness, expecting to return to AlbuquerAPPROVES ALDRICH PLAN.
in about four weeks. Mr. Liller is
tourists; of Hanover JC. H, are at the que
a candidate, it is said, for secretary of
Palace hotel.
Leading Financier Address Thirty.
W. J. Parker, a well known sales the New Mexico Bureau of
Seventh Annual Convention
man of San Francisco, is at the Mon
'
at New Orleans.
tezuma hotel.
National
Committeeman
Solomon STOCKS CONTINUED TO
ADVANCE ON WALL STREET. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Luna arrived fr m Los Lunas yesterNew Orleans, la. Nov. 22. General
day and will remain several days.
Aldrich plan
Was Sluggish approval of the
However,
Speculation,
Former Governor George Curry who
for the reformation of the National
and General List Showed Little
has been ill with a severe cold at
Life.
monetary system, was given by leadthe Montezuma hotel, was sitting up
bankers who addressed the second
ing
for a few hours today.
Special Lenaed Wire to New Mexican) day's session of the 37th annual con
Peter M. A. Lienau, deputy insur- - (Bv
New York Nov. 22. Stocks contln- - vention of the American Bankers' As- ance commissioner is still In Denver ued Murine the morning the advance
wmcn was Dgun yesteraay unaer ine
-Th
t. 11Rfl
m,mhrR
the month.
,
stimulus of further active speculation
in
uinueiiLe
uicii
uie
securing
jiiuu a
boiomon jn he copper shares and a good de- ,.
t!
Luna will go to New York in a few mand for otner industrials and for uu""uu
treat the leading railroad issues. F.xrent
days to have special medical
ment. He now is in the City.
for hripf nerinds of rwessinn. caused
CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Chief Justice William H. Pope will laieolv hv roalizine the market, held PILES
be in Albuquerque Friday afternoon strong through the morning and some
OINTMENT fails to cure anv
and comes here Friday evening. He substantial gains were made. Specu- - pAZ0 .
dm
will take part in the official canvass lation wa8 considerably broader and
,n 6 t'0 14 0ay86 50c
p,,
Protracting
of the vote on November 27.
.
increased interest was shown in mini
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- - !or industrials and specialties.
jv.
.......
tar has rptnrnpri frnm an nffipinl trim
nM
.j
to Deming end other points in the long side of the market at an increas- - NFW MFTHAfi TOII FT HftP
. VT.WII
.
.
or,..,v,
tv,
l,
eo, volume oi Iuusiness ,in ine seconuj
ouuvuciu iuvuiuu,iciiHuij
MRS-R- .
LOPEZ.
looked after good roads matters. '
hour. The rise took in such repreFranklin E. Brooks, former congress-- ! sentative stocks as St. Paul, New York
Shampooing
Manicuring
man from Colorado, and a prominent Central, and the Hill group. Active
Hair Dressing Massaging
attorney, is here from Colorado stocks generally returned to their
Chiropody.
Springs. He is accompanied by P. B.' earlier prices but the rally in the
Ro m Over F. Andrews' Store
Fron
a civil engineer of San Luis,irs induced fresh selling in these
--Colorado.
stocks.
Charles A. Spiess, president of the! Lehigh Valley relapsed to fraction-- i
to ally below yesterday's - closing andj
Constitutional convention,
goes'
Las Vegas tonight and will return Reading surrendered most of its gain.
1
next week to witness the canvassing This selling checked the advance but FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
of the official vote. He will leave for there were no recessions of conse-- l
Daily it I navps Finp Rrpsirf ?5r
J
L.nAnna
Wn shin ft
'.
- v. i.
.
,
a nn rwpemhpr 1 ft
n
uuuua
t i oa crh
uucutv a1
f
rrilllS anO UrOCerieS
OuieCIlOnery,
In
H.
William
Delegate
Congress
steady.
Andrews and one of the two first Unit-- !
Speculation was slueeish but the FreSuCreamPuf IS Wednesday & SatllfdaV
ea Sstates &enators-tO-D-e
irom New market retained Its strength. Amal.
Phnnf lFi7
Mexico, will arrive at 6 o'clock this gamated Copper became more active
AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.
evening from Albuquerque and will be and went up to 64
Louisville &
at room No. 60, Palace hotel.
Nashville rose over 2 noints to 1571-2- .
A dispatch from Santa Barbara, Call- - Atlantic Coast Line shook off Its mo-fcrnia, says: "President E.. P. Ripley mentary heaviness and followed the:v.
of the Santa Fe railroad arrived today j rise in Louisville & Nashville in a
t '
THE TIME TO BUY
in the care of a physician and nurse. feeble fashion.
President Ripley is said to be suffer- - Dealings contracted steadily in the! fr HGT WATER BOTTLES
afternoon and although various stocks
Is now. We have just received
;
were marked up from time to time.j
Poor digestion, gas in the stomach, the general list showed little life,
alarfelinedirect from factory,
sour fermentation, and many other American Telephone & Telegraph andj
thereby insuring fresh foods.
stomach troubles are the '.the Southern Railway stocks were'
principal cause of headache; and yet more active at rising prices. Sales" of
people take poisonous
pills and Reading deterred speculators from do-- !
powders to numb a headache that is ing much in the active features, The
sure to return, instead of taking Cel close was heavy. '
so for the stomach where the trouble
Cel-s- o
lies.
is effervescent and de- ROCK ISLAND EMPLOYES
STILL CONSIDERING STRIKE.
lightful to take. 10 and 25c at The
i
Capital Pharmacy.
The Capital Pharmacy will refund
International Off cers Are Opposed to
your purchase price if it fails to do
Movement But, May Be Unable
all we claim.
Is this fair? '
to Prevent It.
IF Ik
jS5d 1 IS I'll 1
w
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. 111., ov. 22. The question
of a strike of the shop employes of
H.
GO. the Rock Island system, which was to
have been discussed yesterday, was
scheduled to be taken up today at a
Where Prices Are Lowest postponed meeting.. Although the international officers are opposed to a
K
FOR
strike, it was fevred, the system fedK
Botand
We
committee
and
the
rank
each
and
eration
fuarantee
every
4
SAFE QUALITY
K
file of the worknen might walk out
tie we sell to last one year.
4 '
anyway, should toe conference be decided against a strike.
Officials of the shopmen, went into
Always Reliable
4
conference early md it was said, were
DRUGGISTS
.
disprepared to spenl the entire day
Phone, Red Ml. Nifht Phone.Red 58.
cussing the advisability of a strike.
X
The conference w;s held behind closed
Poor coffee is an undoors.
wholesome

THfKP

NoveltyFancyFeathers

A.

MUGLER.

...,

"

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

' MEXICAN,

J

MISS

H. F. STEPHENS.

President

LAUGHLIN,

J

.

Profits go with the Thermometer
and at the Right Season on

.,,.,

,,rrt

SEASONABLE GOODS
C

MEN

Lounging Robes, Bath

n; .
ni
ivooes, rajamas.

.

Sweater Coats, all Colors. and Qualities

Men's Fancy Shirts
Monarch and Cluett

Lines-No-

SWEATERS
THE COLD BLASTS
Have no effect if you wear a
Good Sweater!

Plaited and Plain.

-

i

.,.,,

tll...V.

V,

kicked.

pci iniiAii Done PflMDHHV
Phone 36

W

Let us tell you about a

six-roo-

I

m

house, good location, fruit trees,
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

$1,000

O.C.WATSON & CO.
SURETY BONDS,

REAL ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

Phone, Red 189.

IDEAL

That is the word
with us. The
ing apparel we sell

is as near the ideal as the best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, for
men and women.

This is just what we will do. The finest line
you ever sawnifty, swell styles, all
colors, all wool.

Remember, at cost, not at the
tail end of the season, but NOW
when you want them.
Come in and See Them While They Last

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

-

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home
Sets of China for the table,
you wish. Also Kitchen
cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
"
your eyes and dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

some fine
WE asCabinets
many pieces as
that make
HAVE

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.
XX XX

drink. To
the
day by drinking
begin
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. - See to
it, then, that you have

PERSIA TAKES ADVICE OF
ENGLAND AND APOLOGIZES.

V

British governmeit that, acting under
the later's advice it would comply
with the demands of the Russian ul-

color.

Orders have been given tor the
withdrawal of tin! Gendarmes who
(1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL guarded the front er.
New Cabinet.
NUTS and ALMONDS
The Persian gcvernment will apol-izto Russia. A new Persian cabinet
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PANCAKE FLOUR
PICTURE FRAMING
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COTTON MEN D3 NOT
CARE FOR $50,000,000
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RIGHT PRICE AND TERMS.
We only ask an opportunity to verify the
above assertion.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

J05 Saa Francisco Street.

Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Pbone Black

No. 229
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& Son

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

CARPENTERS

LOAN.

AND CABINET MAKERS.
(By Special Leaaea Tire to Kew Mexican)
Dallas, Texas, Nov? 22. A luke-warreception of the announcement that FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
New York bankers are ready to adSIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
vance $50,000,000 to farmers on a cot
ton holding plan was accorded today
in Interviews by cotton men in sev- All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, led II5
eral of Texas' leading cities.

WE

KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor j
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
12S

Palace
Avenue

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico
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Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
no
rooms
are
for
Our
THE
are
pay lor, by
where
it
and
open
your
it. It saves on
display

SAVES
EYES.
you
right
your light bill
using
Inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.

J. P. Steed

will be formed today.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
."

ADOLPH

seeking at

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

$

M

Our list includes just

SIGN PAINTING

X

M
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Saa Fraiciso

Funeral Directors

All in Great Abundance of Style and Material.

PAINTING

(By Special Leased Ire to New Mexican)
Persian gov
London, Nov. 2:.r-T- he
ernment today oftcially notified the

Aunt Jemima's Famous

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Carriage & Automobile

Will Comply With Russian Ultimatum
and Withdraw Its Troops
From Border.

Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee
with its fragrant.
aroma and

perfect

Street

Silk Head Scarfs,
Sweaters and Aviation Caps,
Kimonos Material,

REAL E5TATE
are
what
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FOILSYSIMM
COMPOUND

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

I

Acts quickly and has a healing and soothing effect
on the inflamed membranes. All coughs have a
tendency to grow worse at night Children with
whooping cough and bronchitis always cough worse
at night and a cold in the head with tickling in
the throat and coughing grows worse at bed time.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound will stop the
coughing and soothe the irritation in the throat.
Contains no opiates, does not constipate, is the best
and safest for children and delicate persons.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
FOR SALE BY

ALL DRUGGISTS.

that shall embody the plan for coordi cars, and 23,400 locomotives and 2,375
nated action between the Dominion miles of track within the city.
and the provincial governments. One
of the difficulties which have beset
the work of the Reclamation Service
in getting settlers for the irrigation
projects of the government has been
Palace.
the lack of unity between the states
J. C. Leavitt, Denver.
and between the states and federal
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Richards,
government, as result of which no gen Hanover.
UNDEVELOPED WATER POWER
servations made during high stages,
eral system has been possible.
Franklin
E.
Colorado
Brooks,
IN EASTERN RIVERS. because after construction
has been
Politician Run Amuck.
Springs.
Politicians
be
found
amuck
it
Chi
in
that
completed
may
running
P. B. Allbright, San Luis, Colo.
conditions render a large part
cago threaten to undo work for chargUnited
States Geological Survey
E. C. Kinnison, City.
es
of the state that philanthropic womof the investment unprofitable.
Studies Stream Flow of New
Mrs. R. Ganderson, City.
en have been years in doing. Mrs.
Copies of this report can be procurEngland.
Montezuma.
Henry Solomon has called upon the
ed by application to the Director of
Jack Scales, Milwaukee.
women
of
Illinois
an
assemble
to
army
The rivers of the northwestern the Geological Survey at Washington
Carr H. Haskln, Kingman, Ariz.
about a modern Joan of Arc to defend
A. E. Dorman, Denver.
and middle eastern portions of the
women's work against "bodge-podgW. J. Parker, San Francisco.
United States are the best known in BANKERS IN NATIONAL RESERVE but they appreciated the
mince pie politics." She declared: "In
R. P. Barnes, Silver City.
the country and the earliest in point
of the scene. When the order to grab all the jobs in sight, evsignificance
(Continued from Page Three)
G. A. Atkinson, Trinidad.
of development, and their usefulness
old English barons wrested from a ery cog in organized politics is whiz
E. J. Evans, Kansas City.
as sources of power and centers of ina
to
writ
the
of
despotic
we
and
right
shall
king
leave the little
zing,
A..G. Pollock, City.
for that the banks could not make loans habeas corpus armor may have girls of the Industrial School to these
dustry has been demonstrated
when properly secured, would
F. W. Harden, Albuquerque.
several generations. Nevertheless it except
in my opinion be Just as sensible as a clanged and swords may have clat- politicians? Shall we give them over
T. J. Martin, Taos.
of
the
was no to men who are elected for all kinds
has been shown by the work
tered
but
the
stage
setting
clause that they cannot accept comH. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
more dramatic. Six of the packers of reasons and trust to them for prop
United States Geological Survey durmercial paper unless properly secured, were
George W. Oakley, Kansas City.
in the jury box, as if uncon- er guidance? Have you read the re
ing past years, and it is again demon- the banks try not to make loans of
any
to decide why they port of the vice commission and not E. F. Hoaglln, Chicago.
strated in a report just issued by the kind unless
sciously
S. F. Roberts Hodges.
they feel confident that were in trying
court. Among the lawyers realized how the hand of society is
survey, that in spite of the long fa- the loan is good and in
P. Clarke, Denver.
lending their
miliarity of manufacturers and indus- credit exercise greater care than in there was not one with mustache or raised against the girl? Are they
Coronado.
trial men in general with most of lending money; documents attached to whiskers, from John S. Miller, veter- protected except as we watch and
C. F. Spader, Bernalillo.
A.
to
an
of
battles,
resources
great
them?
water
many
legal
Places for politicians
these rivers, the
guide
they time bills have to be delivered against
Hill, Stanley.
R. Urlon.
Judge Kohlsaat, impertur-able- , whose sisters and sisters-in-laof Raymund
afford have not yet been appreciated trust receipts and many
J. W. Hendrick, Stanley.
legitimate
senaold
Roman
Jooking like an
and by no means developed to their transactions are presented where
sisters, can get a job and brothers
J. M.
fullest extent. In fact, there are very there is no specific security; for in- tor, faced fourteen eminent attorneys; who can be put into any old place for R. L. Hartley, City.
Robertson, Buckman.
arlistened
. while
two
or
a
a
half
must
vote
they
one,
impassively
in
get Epimenio
few rivers in this great region
stance we are often asked for letters
Mestas, City.
at
other
each
and
at
at
there.
him,
will
gued
not
undo
Years
for our E.
of water of credit authorizing drafts against
which the developments
Atencio, City.
power have come anywhere near the the receipts of the captain and engin- times to the spectators. Occasionally dependents, delinquents and defectives
E. Madrid, City.
Most what this political cyclone is threatenmaximum possible degree of useful- eer of a steamship for bunker coal he said a few short sentences.
F. W. Snyder, Espanola.
he
his
cf
leaned
head
the
time
done."
and
has
ing
ness.
bought in foreign ports.
Charlie Ginks Los Angeles.
against the back of the high chair
Fraternal Insurance.
"The coal cannot be regarded ah se- and
The report mentioned, Water-Suppl- y
John Doll, Los Angeles.
Occasionalat
the
ceiling.
gazed
Readjustments affecting several bil
Paper 261, contains flow records curity, aa It is being consumed daily ly he tapped the nose quickly, gently,.
during the year 1909 of the principal and the bark has nothing but the guar as if punctuating an illuminating lions of fraternal insurance throughPOLITICS MIDJOUTIGUNS
rivers in New England, New York, an tee of the shipping firm to Drotect it thought The large court room was out the country are now under way as
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Mary- In other words, it is practically a loan crowded. Men were ranged along the the result of the enactment of the Moto
Otero County Did Not Canvass.
land which empty into the Atlantic on the clean note of the shipping: firm walls and bunched, standing, before bile bill to compel all societies
In order to take Its place In the the door. Inside the
adopt adequate rates which wa.j en
Ocean.
Alamogordo. N. M. Nov. 22. 1911.
were
railing
acted
13
of
states
at Santa Fe New Mexican, Santa Fe.
by legislatures
Beginning with the records of the world's trade, Mr. Anderson said, the scores of lawyers and law students.
Otero county board of commission.
St. John River basin, in the state of United States needs an efficient bank One of the court stenographers tables their last sessions. In a report to the
National Fraternal Congress Actuary era has not canvassed the returns
a merchant marine and a was
of
Into service for the use
Maine, the Teport takes up succes- ing system,
pressed
Abb Landis defined "adequate rates" the election.
better knowledge of the resource-:- , ne- of
sively all the principal streams and
newspaper reporters, but another as "rates of contribution
enwill
that
manners
and
customs of the
cessities,
J. R. aTL.RF.RT.
table had to be pushed against able an
many of their important tributaries
countries where American trade can long
organization, to pay promised Chairman Board of County Commis
it and even this did not accommodate
along the coast es far south as the be extended.
benefits.
The Kational Reserve all the scribes. Others sat In the wide
Specifically, they are rates
sioners.
Rappanhannock Basin, in Virginia. Association, he
;
thought, provided for silled, low windows; some on the of contribution based upon past experAmong the records of interest is that tne first
necessity: if the government floor; using their knees for writing ience under assumed or actual condiMight Change Results.
on Connecticut River at Orford, New were to find
tions, that will enable an organization
a way jo admit through desks.
The
from Carlsbad are true
Hampshire, covering the years 1907 tne ranama
to pay promised benefits, provided the the boxreports
free of toll, ships
canal,
for that precinct could be
Rich Quick.
to 1909. It shows that the highest flying the American;
Getting
benefits
mature
under conditions in thrown out
flag, he thought
and perhaps the
period the merchant marina would ha realiz
The troubles which attend getting the future not less favorable than result of the entirely
discharge for the three-yea- r
election
occurred on April 16, 1909, when the ed; and for the third
in those assumed in the computation of ed to a certain extent. might be changnecessity, it pre rich quick have brought into court
These reports.
river flowed 49.700 cubic feet per sec- scribed its. own manner
of obtaining Chicago by the price paid for a loan the rates." The rebellion against the in brief, are that about twenty-fiv- e
ond. The highest discharge in the it.
of $100,000 by a Florida land com- state control of fraternal insurance
i
Mexicans who were
on the
year 1908 was 36,700 cubic feet per
pany which the federal government under the name of "Federated Fratern- dam, and who. are working
Concerning banks! which would not new
not
voters.
legal
30.
on
maximum
The
The
has
under
second,
ities" has been exposed by Charles E. in this state were taken to Carlsbad
April
Investigation.
be members' of the National Reserve
flow for the year 1907 was 40,600 culoan was made when It was needed Piper, chairman of the legislative comand voted
Association, Mr. Anderson said:
straight Democratic
bic feet per second, on May 3. The
most by the Assets Realization Com mittee which secured the Mobile bill ticket. . Thistheshould
be investigated
"Provision is made for the banks
record further shows that the lowest
pany which, It is alleged, exacted who said: "We regret that a few mis- and if true the men who are
responsiwater was recorded in the year 1908 subscribing to theiNational Reserve notes for $115,000 for the $100,000 loan guided managers of respectable socie- ble for this should be
prosecuted to
when on September 28, only 288 cu- Association's notes las part of their the notes bearing 6 per cent interest. ties were found in bad company. In the fullest extent of the law.
A grand
but no such provision is made The
enabled the land com order to make a showing of memberbic feet per second of water passed reserve,
of the much refor those banks much do not sub- pany proceeds
to refund to an accumulated ship claimed to approximate two mil- jury investigation
the Oxford station. During that year scribe.
Under the existing laws the number of dissatisfied purchasers the lions, there are included' a number of gretted mistake of the ballot print
the flow expeedeS 1,000 cubic feet per
ing would also be in order at this
National Banks, and a sums which it was necessary to refund sick and accident societies none
of time, although it is not
second in September and October only
of
Banks
likely that
and
many
State
great
the
of
ahead
to
safe
which
a
the
are
distance
keep
one day, arid during this two months'
subject to the provisions of
Trust
wjuld not be allowed postoffice department's requirements the Mobile bill and most of which the grand jury would arrive at the
low water period the average flow to holdCompanies
same
conclusion as did Mr. Arthur
notes of thef Association as re- and to
pay some very pressing claims. are distinctly exempted from the op- O'Qulnn, who said that
was only 687 cubic feet per second. serve
the most
money, and unless the notes of During the hearing of the case the eration of the bill. That bill
So wide a range of flow is not uncomsimply
feature of the whole deal
the Association arejmade lawful mon--"
of
the
to
be
honest
and
president
requires managers
mon in many of the streams of the
ey, the National lank Act and the famous as "the man who made Flori- tell the truth. When the truth is was that some outsiders saw the baleastern portion of the country, and in laws of a
number of the states da," testified to the dramatic situation known the public takes care of the lot first Pecos Valley News.
great
some of them the extremes are even will have to be
changed or the
of his company when the money lend rest. The great strength of the Fedgreater. Potomac River, for example
W
banks Will drain the As- ers drove their bargain. For security erated' Fraternities can easily be un ELOPEMENTS GENERALLY
has during the period in which its sociation of its lawful reserve money
HAVE THIS CLIMAX.
notes
of
from
for
the
derstood
the
the
$115,000
company
fact
that
the
presiflow has been observed by the Geo as the National
Bapk notes are pre- was obliged to turn over the con- dent of the association represents an
logical Survey produced a flood flow sented for redemption.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 22. The elopethousand
tracts
of several
persons organization that on the first of Janu- ment
470 times greater than that of low
and marriage of
"If the Association's notes are made who had bought land whether
Lola
1911, had less than 500 members
ary,
they
water. This one record alone dem- lawful money or thej different laws are had seen
or not, also its contracts with total cash assets of about $250." E. Burlew with Lester H. Hall had its
it
onstrates the necessity for observ- changed so that they can be held as for land and other
climax In the county court just three
The
property.
Chicago aa Railway Center.
"
ations of this kind, because in devel reserve by all banis the Association
The
now
of
indusland
are
a
of
as
rail months to a day later, when County
purchasers
importance
Chicago
oping a water supply enormous sums must be placed in a position where It triously paying in some $30,000
a way center was epitomized by W. A. Judge Dunn gave Mrs. Hall a divorce
of money oiay be uselessly expended can have a reasonable hope of conmonth toward the retirement of the Garrett, chairman of the Railway Gen on the ground of cruelty. The young
if the developments are based on ob trolling the volume) of credit through loan, now much
larger, It is said, for eral Managers' Association, who men- couple were married in Golden on Authe country; in other words, it must acreage which the
glamour of, the tioned that Chicago has thirty railway gust 11 and the divorce was secretly,
be able to make its discount rate ef ad man's art invested
with the per- Dermmi; thirty railway presidents: granted on November 11.
j
fective.
After forty-tw-o
fume of jasmine, the radiance of trop- eighteen railway vice presidents Who
years of married
"The same banks which now hold ical summer, the
of southern seas are transportation managers; twelve life, Mrs. Elizabeth Davies Singer has
lap
National Bank notes in their reserve on coral shores
miles distant) railway vice president who are traffic decided that she again desires her
will hold notes of the Association. The and the arch of a(some blue
managers; twelve general managers; freedom from marital bonds and has
blue,
sky.
same affiliations which now exist be
seventeen purchasing agents, i.
filed a petition lor a divorce from WilCanadian .Immigration.
tween National Banks and State Banks
Redoubled efforts by Canada for im
Chicago is controlling point for 85.- - liam F. Singer, whom she says she
and Trust Companies will exist or be migration next year have alarmed the 000 miles of railway lines, , 938,000 has not seen for seven years.
An absolutely safe and harmless
established between members of the bureau in Chicago of the Reclamation
Association and
and if Service, a comprehensive
of
plan for cothere Is any advantage in keeping the operation between
the Dominion and
Association's notes from seeking re- provincial governments now in prepdemption, they will be kept out Just aration
In it the likelihood that
Recommended
the
medical
profesby
as the National Banks notes are now; a unitedhaving
and aggressive' system will
sion i prepared by Sniz de Carlos, a phyin fact, they will have to take the improve
sician, surgeon and pharmaceutist of the
upon the present one which
mgnesi siiinainic in huropc.
place of the National Bank notes the immigration figures show to have
Stemallx is not a mere stimulant or
bewhich
are now being held as reserve been successful. Arthur Hawkes, for
temporary aid, but it is gradual and
The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
nign in itsell'ects, restoring the exhausted,
money 'by the State Banks and Trust merly an official of the Canadian
overtaxed or diseased digestive functions
English, or Medicine Simplified, by R. V. Pierce, M. D.,
to perfect health mid capacity to perform
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel and SurCompanies when these notes are re- Northern railroads, has been appoint
their work unaided.
gical Institute at Buffalo, a book of 1006 large pages and
tired, or some way will have to be ed to prepare the plan and now is rePhysicians who have used no other
nvsn- 700 illustrations, in atrond oaoer covers, to any one umriin' 21
medicine than Stumaltx where their
found to shrink the credits of. the ported to be in the western
provinces
from chronic ga
patients have
stamps to oover coat of mailing any, or, in rreacb Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
.
country."
,'
iritis, dyspepsia, gaitrslgla, anemia,
in
the
of
needs
the
settlers
studying
Over 680,000 copies of this complete Fanyly Doctor Book were sold in doth
leer of the stomach, dysentery, and
new
their
homes.
Hawkes
Mr.
at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, one and a half million copies
other stomach trouble, report that these
gained
binding
BRIDE COULD NOT SAVE
diseases have yielded to the remedy in
revised edition ia now ready
a familiarity with life in the last west
were given away as above. A new,
cases of thirty years' standing.
BOOTLEGGER FROM CONVICTION. through an
for mailing. Better tend NOW, before all are gone. Address Wobld's Dis
of several years
Stomaltx is the best and safest Remedy
experience
Grand Junction, Colo., Nov. 22. Al- as a farmer
for diseases of the stomach and intestines.
rsNiAiY Mboical Association, It. V. Pierce, M. D., Prsa ideal,' Buffalo, N. Y.
there, but it is understood
. It is invaluable to brain workers, it bene-,- though the bride of a week testified that he wj.ll go over the entire region
DE. PIKRCE'S FAVORITE PRESCUIPTIOZS
fits the youthful and the aged, it correct
the ailments of children, and is absolutely
that William Lillard was spending the and ascertain what steps now are takTHE ONB REMEDY for woman's twenllar ailments Joo4 saMNajh
harmless.
evening with her on their honeymoon, en by the respective provinces to
that its soakers are not afraid to print oa to osstafee maeipag to
War Sale by alt Dnugi$t$.
a Jury refused to believe her and con- assist and encourage the settler from
Isittlaat. No Ssoaeta No Deception.
every
victed him of bootlegging.
the United States and from England.
E. rOVGERA & CO. REMEDY fog weaaan wklok nnnralaa ao atgafcol anal
ONS
TPS
Later he will go to England to study
Hew York.
Adeata.V.8.
ao haUMormiot drags. Blade froai nattre andHitnat forest room
If rra waat aaytalaf om arta try conditions there and then, from his
' ef wall i
vetae.
ft Waat ad If th Ktw KeHcaa
. fund of information, compile a leport
.inn

anti-tru-

low-wat-

THE

Nov. 22. One woman
Chicago,
only was in the United States Circuit
Court room of Judge Kohlsaat when
the drama of habeas corpus for the
Chicago meat packers was enaeted.
She was a court reporter come to relieve a man taking in shorthand the
aiguments of the array of opposing attorneys, which is said to be the greatest array ever seen in any case in
any court room in the land. It was
not a "woman's" case; from a senti
mental viewpoint at least there ap
peared to be in it nothing of interest.
It was a spectacular contest over a
dry matter of law, whether the criminal clause of the Sherman
law defines a crime thereunder. Many
men commented, however, upon the
fact that women pay the butchers'
bills and women have many times
during many years been told by their
butchers that an advance of prices
was "due to the big meat packers."
But it was a man's occasion and the
men who crowded the court room
were keenly interested, leaning forward to hear each Vord1 when a
speaker lowered his voice. There
was little moving about; little noise;
no inattention. Men nodded when a
strong point was made in the technical
arguments, smiled when an attorney
doubled on his tracks or almost was
tripped up. They were entertained
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Hotel Arrivals.
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EUGENE FOX, a.EX
PmoTcum.
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When Going

EAST

WEST

.

:

USE THE

.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

company,-temporaril-

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitu-tlon.- "
partment at "Distinguished
Army officer! detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated

.

Restorer
Healthy Digestion

ca-

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to

B. P. Williams
have pure he aed the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind
a rig you may want I will endeavor
to fltve prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
1

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO STf
139 Red

Ghe Away

Absolutely Free of Cost

Superintendent

raons

We

-

Milk-ro-

?

Santa Fe, N. M

Vi'

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

3

1911.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
blazed.
"Who fold you that?"
asked, angrily.
'Several people. It has bee r
:ommon talk,"
Her anger cave way to sobs.
u
Prank," she pleaded, as she flung
self on his neck, 'it isn't true it ',
true."
A great load was lifted from
heart "No. Frank," she went on "
Isn't true; there were only four

TOE

!

SCIMP

mm

A PUZZLE.

FESTIVAL OF ROSES.

Poor Taste.

'It seems to me," said Mrs. Oldcas-Ue- ,
"that our minister isn't preaching
as well as he did at first Don't you
think he is becoming rather dogmatic
"Well, I don't know," replied her
hostess as she put away the jewels
she had worn while viewing the coronation procession, "although I did notice last Sunday that he spoke about
the dogs llckln' the sores of Lazarus.
It's awful poor taste, ain't it?"

r

Reasons for Some Recent Failures.
Clothes competition.
Laundryman
Musician Unable to discount his

notes.
Jeweler Toe much time

on

his

bands.
Doctor Losing his "patients."
Builder Making up stories without
foundations.
Glazier A pane in the side.
The Dentist He lost his pull.
Life.

Novel political ideas are not the
product of Oregon. They grow roses
there as well. They grow roses as
nobody elsewhere seems to grow
them. Once a year Portland stops
work for a few days and goes in for
a debauch of roses. The city is lavishly decorated with every variety of
the loveliest of flowers. Clusters of
blossoms festoon the streets. Great
bouquets bloom on every balcony.
Crimson ramblers climb even the roofs
of houses. Every horse and carriage
and automobile in the city is decked
Christian Science Doctor Oh! non with
roses, burled in roses, and filled
sense, your mind is perfectly clear. with laughing
gowns
girls in rose-hunYou merely think you have
lpst it. and rose gardens of hats, with bloomrauent 'mat sounds
good but ing parasols. Tallyhos and floats bidhow can I think if I think I have lost den
beneath great floral superstrucmy mind?
tures move In parades. Human rose-- '
buds dance around wreathed May
poles in the parks. The very trolley
The Angler.
cars are swathed in opulent bloom,
I do not envy George his crown
I only wish
and girls from within pelt pedestrians
That I could somewhere Bit down
with dewy blossoms, till the streets
And fish and fish.
are carpeted, and all the air perfumed.
They kept this up for a week, this
'
Useless.
year; yet, for all the prodigality, when
of
did
come
out
to
decide
"Why
you
they got through, they swore they
hiding?"
had left roses enough to weave a crlm- c
"Ah, my friend," replied the
son mantle for
old Mt
tator, "you have never tasted of fame. Hood. World's Work.
g

ex-di-

Too Much for Him.
"Oh, zees langvaitch!" complained
the foreigner.

j

white-heade-

What satisfaction can there be in remaining hidden when the public no
"What's the matter with it?" asked longer displays the slightest curiosity
as to your whereabouts?"
the native.
"You say: "1 am down and out;
I am all in!' Oh, zees langvaitch!"
Government Guarantee.
Particular Vestryman Before we
accept your donation to the church
AWAY TEMPORARILY.
fund, sir, we must be assured yours

is clean money.
Millionaire
Trust
Magnate Of
course, it is. Every bill has been
through the government laundry.

Pity the Clerks.
"Mr. Floorwalker, I wish you would
give me a clerk who can show me

what I want!"
"And what do you want, madam?"
"How do I know until I have looked!"

Summer Guest And didn't you ever
have any mosquitqes around here?
Farmer's Son You bet! Fop worked all week chasin' 'em away before you got here, but they'll cum

DONT LIKE THE ODOR.

An elephant that had escaped from
circus while showing In a Kentucky
town, and was running away through
the country pursued by a crowd of
men, suddenly ran across a skunk
while crashing through a rail fence,
Either the appearance of the animal
or its odor, which it supplied liberally
for the occasion, frightened the eieJ
phant until it lost all desire to escape,
and seemed inclined to seek the pro

a

tection of its keepers; at any rate it
Couldn't 8tay Awake Always.
"John," she complained, "why is It backed up against a tree and trumpthat you always go to sleep when I eted shrilly, and when the pursuers
It submitted to capture
am talking to you?"
appeared
"Well, my dear," he apologetically' without protest The elephant was
replied, '1 have to go to sleep some then chained to the tree and sprayed
with carbolic acid and other disinfect
time, you know."
ants for two days before the circus
people would allow it to Join the
WHAT'S THE TJSE7
show.
WHERE GREEN TURTLES NE8T.

Let US Weep.
A little bride some biscuits made.
With many puckers of the brow.
The end was fatal, for 'Us said
That little bride's a widow now."

Among the "keyes" of Florida one
may occasionally detect little mounds
of sand on the beach sure indications of the nest of the green turtle,
says a writer in the Wide World. This
creature, by means of its flippers, digs
a pit in the sands from 15 to 20 inches
r
deep and a few feet above
mark. In this hole the mother turtle
buries herself for two days. When
she emerges she has Invariably left
behind a nest of eggs, which vary la
number from 80 to as many as 200,
She then fills in the hole and leaves
the hatching to the heat of the sun.
An interesting fact about these eggs
Is that the shells are quite soft The
period of incubation is about 60 days,
and as soon as they break out of
their prison the young turtles immediately make for the water. UnfortuI had a long letter from my nately, they have many enemies
rats,
this morning.
birds and crabs steal the eggs, while
What did he have to say?
as soon as the baby turtles reach the
Well er he said he hoped water
they are liable to be devoured
flirting.
by the larger fish. Indeed, if all the
eggs laid by these creatures were
hatched and the turtles attained to an
Hurrah!
We fain would give
average size,' they would soon be al
A Joyful shout,
most as plentiful as cod.
The hobble skirt
Is passing out
high-wate-

Another Trip.
i
The Professor- - I went to the lost
property office today and got that
I left on the train last week.
"That's good. Where is it nowT
"Eh? By Jove! I really, my dear,
left it on the train."
prm afraid
I

Ufe.

Least They Might Do.
Mother In his last letter my son
asked me to send him a halt dollar
Lulu
to buy him a logarithm table.
husband
Friend Well, really, I do think hit
Mary
Icollege should at least supply his fur
Lulu
niture. Pele Mele.
t wasnt
-

It Makes a Difference.

"Is the father of that girl across the

fcroom

d

rich?"

"I don't know, whv?"
Y "I was Just trying to make up my
puna wnewer sne is sunny or merely

THEN AND NOW.

Bjienaer.

.

There

Another Matter.
goes

a

man

who

would

charge to the cannon's mouth."
"Maybe, so, but would he face the
fire of the rocking chair brigade at a

Tenderer.
What's this, waiter?
Walter That's sola alp
summer hotel?"
i
Customer Well Inst toV
and bring me a bit of the upper with
Homesickness.
the eyelets removed! London Opln- Beauty Don't you sailors get dreadfully homesick at times?
Bo'sun Bless yer heart, Miss, we
Unfortunate.
never home hardly long enough,
ain't
Old Gent 'Pon my word, madam, 1
Century
Magazine.
hhould hardly have known you, you
.

Customer

royalty could never ne 'lightened by
its splendid exterior.
For a long time the crown was in
the keeping of the famous monastery
at Monza. In 774 it was brought forth
to be placed upon the head of Charlemagne as "King of the Lombards,"
and on later occasions it figured in
the triumphs of Frederic IV. and
Charles V. Finally, in the presence
of all the representatives of state, the
foreign envoys and princes and officers. Napoleon Bonaparte solemnly
united it to the crown of France.
The crown belongs to the state, and
the custodian bf it is the legitimate
representative pf the basilica of Mon
za. The title of "grand custodian,"
however, pertains to the head of the
Order of Cavaliers.
ADVISED TO pIGN THE PLEDGE.

Advertising

Talks
ADVERTISING ALL
THE YEAR ROUND
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WANTS

Fraternal Societies
3

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, 4. F. & A. M.

Regular commute
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

FOR RENT Eight room house. 113
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M. Kin-sell.

7.30.
FOR SALE New upright Hall &
H. H. DOR MA.Y,
Sons" piano; mahogany. Cheap, 106
Master
Grant ave.
CHAS. E. LINNET.
Secretary.
r
FOR SALE 1000 one and
Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
old Shropshire Rams, ell A. No. 1
R. A. M.
L
Regular
stock. C. E. Hartley.
convocation
two-yea-

second

By WM. C. FREEMAN.

on Paragon
FOR SALE
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
A recent story told of an advertiser Writers in government employ.
Can
who had decided that he would run be learned without a teacher.
Price
his regular advertising copy during reasonable. Address, H. Al., P. O. Box
the summer months instead of cutting 313, City.
(3t)
Text-boo- k

Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

it down, as had been his custom in

other years.
TYPEWRITERS.
The story provoked a lot of discus
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
sion as to whether or not advertisers
furnished.
Ribbons and sup
can use space to advantage during platens
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
summer
the
months.
During the ccesslvely hot weather
rented. Standard makes handled
One advertising man holds that this a4
in Montana, af armer's daughter car
All repair work and typewrites guar
ried a jug of ojol, spring water to the advertiser might as well throw his anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Es
field for the ufe of a farm hand who money away as advertise in the sumchange. Phone 231.
was plowing.! a small valley. She mer time.
Another advertising man said he
placed it undela clump of bushes and
returned to fee house. When the thought the advertiser could use
PROFESSIONAL CURDS
hired man, wfc had spent several smaller copy during the summer and
hours in the ullage tht night before. get the same measure of return from
in a drinking but witt some friends, it as he would from larger copy the
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
approached thi Jug of water, he dis- - rest of the year.
Bearing on this subject, Mr. F.
covered a lane blact snake colled
PAUL A. F. WALTER
around it. As be sOoped down to James Gibson an advertising man
Attorney-st-Lstake a drink tie sna:e made no at- who for years has been a close stu- - New Mexlce
Santa Fe
away but set up a dent of advertising in ail its phases
tempt to era
vigorous hisstig. T.e hired man wrote me a letter saying:
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
"Nothing is more fleeting than
broke for the houst for help, and
Attorneys-at-Lawhen he returned theinake was gone, fame. The great man of today may
His theory is that ie snake colled be forgotten tomorrow. I have often
Practice In the Distri t Court as
Itself around tie jugin order to cool thought that the value of an adver- well as before the Supreme Court ok
would be in- the territory.
off, but in spitl of hi vigorous asser tising appropriation
tions, he has pot ten able to con creased anywhere between 10 and 25 Us Cruces,
New Mexico.
vince the famly tbt he saw a real per cent, if the appropriation were exw

-

w

Santa Fe Commandery
Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:31
No. 1, K. T.

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEEIX) V
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe ixidge of
Perfection No. l, nth
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonrv nnti
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plasa.
Visiting Pcotish Rite Masons am m.
dlally invited to attend.
r. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
B- -

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

AM

Santa Fe Lodge

jCfir

I

"It

Another One Heard From.
Train Guard Madam, this is the
Fooled the Officers.
n
A
smoking car.
Milwaukeean, who reAunt Jemima Why, so It Is. cently returned from a trip through
Thankee, young man.
(Produce Europe, is said to have smuggled in
some dutiable goods.
VIP-'
Asked by one of his intimate acIf he was not nervous
quaintances
None Left
should think, with all your moo-7- . when getting, the stuff through the
customs office without declaring It
you would have a nice yacht"
would only I can't think of any he replied:
"Oh, no. You see my wife packed
outlandish name for a craft that has
the stuff away and she can put stuff
not already been used."
Into a trunk so that she can't even
',. QREATLY EXAGGERATED.
find It herself."
had be.& at the seaside and In
the counfxy f r ihe holidays, and her
Carrying It Too Far.
Industrious fl Mice had been working
"Bthel," said Mr. Brown, "I want
and waiUc
lor hv during the long, Ton to give that young man of yours
long. days. Now ul had returned and
little message from me."
he had b&ett hearing many things of
"Yes, father," said Bthel, blushing.
. Tell him that your mother and faher, ami j was we; displeased.
"They fi) ire," ho .said. painfully, ther dont object to big gas bills, but
"that you fllrtvd &etzntotr with no they object to him carrying the mornlewer; than six mflo." .
ing paper away with him whan he
JBart'Oiutelw. JJsialei and. hat
lsaves." Tld-Bit:

wen-know-

,

)'

.

1

,1

t

s,

No.

B. P. O. E. holds

pended as a continuous performance
its regular session on
C. W. G. WARD
Instead of an occasional performance.
the second and fourth
Attorn y
District
Territorial
"Even a solid rock cannot withRIDDLE OFA SMILE.
of each
Wednesday
Mora Counties
stand the constant dripping of drops For San Miguel and
month. Visiting brothNew Mexico.
lias
Vegas,
of
furiwhile
of
a
the lashing
water,
How far the plure (the stolen
ers sre invited and
E. C. ABBOTT
"Gioconda") is a lhness and how far ous storm will not in the least affect
welcome.
Attorney-at-Lait represents the rimer's conception it!"
CARL A. BISHOP.
There's the meat in the cocoanut!
Practice in the District and Su h D. SENA,
of womanly beair is a question
Exalted Ruler.
careful
and
which must necesrily remain unan- Mr. Gibson is right. The value of an preme Courts.
Prompt
Secretary.
swered. Its wonrtul spell all who advertising appropriation will be In- attention given to all business.
have gazed upon ltust acknowledge. creased between 10 and 25 per cent Banta Fe,
New Mexlce
F. W. FARMER
What the mysterof the spell is ts If the advertising is done all the year
Homestead Ne.
the secret of him ho cast it. Vasart round summer as well as winter, fall
G. W. PRICHARD
2879.
tells us that the iy was exceeding- and spring.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Brotherhood
of
out
Mr.
Mernext
it
summer,
Try
while
and
Leonardo
it
ly beautiful,
Practice In all the District Court"
American Yeomen
was painting her) had someone al- chant you who think that people do
to
csset
uttetitian
and
gives special
Meets
Second
ways by her to s? or to play or to not respond to advertising during the before the Territorial
Supreme Court
and Fourth Thure
amuse her, so theber portrait might heated term and note the results.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe N. M
not be melancho' as were those of
days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman.
too many other inters. The smile
D. MOULTON
HARRY
A. E. P. Robinson,
which has bewitc'fl generations is on
Advertising Is a bad thing to
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
ber lips, but wbciball say that it is
experiment with. Many adverfree from melaitoly? Artists and
Farmer.
Attorney-at-Latisers, believing that one kind
critics and poethave read endless
of advertising Isn't paying them,
meanings into at wonderful face
Santa Fe Camp
say, "Well, let's try something
since it took foi upon the canvas,
13514, M. W. A.
different," and switch from one
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
four hundred yet ago, but none can
sects second Tues
thing to another without know.
Formerly Special Agent G. L. O.
say with assures that be has solved
Ing what they are about or arday each month, se
Noncan
a
and
Contests
solve it until he
the riddle.
Land Claims
Specialty
clsl meeting tUri
riving anywhere In particular.
understands anasslmilates perhaps
Don't handle so Important a
at Bike
Tuesday
the most profou, as it was the most
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. EaUey.
matter In such a slipshod, IllogHalL
nelgfc
Ylatlng
EASLEY & EA8LEY.
comprehensive Id the most subtle.
ical way. Know just what you
r.r
bors welcome.
Intellect of the Mian Renaissance.
Law.
at
are going to do and why you
Attorneys
L. O. WHITT1KR, Coasul
Practice in the courts and before CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
are going to de It.
8QUIRR-PISTORY.
Land Department
grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe Camp Nt
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office Bstan-cia- ,
vs.
Argument
Suggestion.
667S, R. N. A. meet
N. M.
is
the only effective
Argumentation
fourth Tuesday t
method of Inducing men to perform
each month; ttu
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
important new and unfamiliar acts.
clal meeting thlr.S
Attorneys-at-Law- .
I would spend a nickel upon the
at Elkfc
Tuesday
Be
all
and
the
in
Practice
Courts
merest suggestion that I should do so.
Halt Vlslttnjr
I would not spend a thousand dollars fore the Interior Department.
neighbors welcome
New Mexico.
Taos,
upon suggestion, but only as the reNETTIE VICKROT,
sult of deliberation following the presOracle
H. L. ORTIZ.
A story coo from one of the east- entation of arguments.
FLORENCE RISING.
r
In Inducing people to spend money
ern states to e effect that about 100
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaRecorder.
squirrels ralda baker's wagon while arguments are essential if the amount
Practicing before all the courts is
driving along country road, and be- of the purchase is any appreciable the Territory.
Notice for Publication.
New Mexlce
fore they we driven off, a number proportion of their total capital.
Santa Fe
f
Department of the Interior,
In Inducing people to purchase the
were killed, d all the bread, cake
17. S. Land Office et Santa Re, N. M t
and pies wet spoiled. The door of power of suggestion decreases directPROBERT & COMPANY
October 24, 1911.
the wagon svig open and the squir- ly with the Increase of the proportion
Investments
Notice is hereby given that Cnr .
rels swarmedito it The driver was of the cost Of the article to their total
Latdt, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
oencio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, C
badly scratcH upon his head, face wealth.
Money Loaned for Investors
The working of suggestion is, then,
Sept. 4, 1906, made Hoaestead 988.,
and hands, a after the battle was
of
stocks
for
sale
We
have
general
No. 07754. for NW
SW 4 Sec'
over, dozens the animals were dis- not dependent directly upon the size
Retail Lumber Yard and E
SE
ana SW 4 SE l-covered in tt trees near by, calmly of the purchase, but upon the propor- Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 1'S
munching chfcs of bread, pies and tion of the cost to the total wealth.
It may mean as much for me to throughout Tao county.
E Meridian, has filed notice of intencake.
Furnished.
Bank References
tion to make Final five year Proof, tpurchase a current magazine as for a
New Mexico. establish claim to the land above d
i capitalist to purchase a block of new Taos,
.REMMABLE TREE.
f,
stock. In such
suggestion
cribed, before Register or Receiver ?T
There grovon Vashion island, in might be equally effective in inducing
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., ft i
the magazine and the
the 5th day of December, 1911.
Pnget sound, ie of the most remark- me to purchase
M. DIAZ,
DR.
able trees ime world. Inside of it capitalist to purchase the stock. WalClaimant names as witnesses:
twenty adult rsons have found room ter Dili Scott in "Influencing Men in RESIDENCE. DON CASPAR Plutarco Armijo, Viriginio Quintal
to gather atie time, and, comfort- Business."
AVE
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. 1
ably seated, itlng their luncheon,
21 6 Red
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. Ml
Phone,
wonread
a
Not
around
Matter
of
the
which they
Mystery.
MANUEL R. OTEROI
PLAZA
SIDE
WEST
am
sometimes
I
approached by busi- OFFICE,
derful living ?ring that bubbles up
ReglstI '
Probably ness men who say they would like to
continually Ithe center.
Phone, 220 Black
there is no er such growth in na- advertise but do not know how. They
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M
ture. This "fln8 tree' is the Mecca want to throw around advertising a
(Publisher.).
school
of
seem
sort
to
sumn
think
mysticism.
Chautauquans
for the
They
of the Interior,
of the local canizatlon. The timber to advertise convincingly they must W. M.
D- - Department
H.
SHERIDAN,
V. S. Land Off 5 at Santa Fe. N. J
of that sectic Is generally large and Indulge in "stunts." Something out of
November 15, 1911
the ordinary.
Genito-Urinarfine.
Diseases.
Notice is hereby given that LucisJ v
What a fallacy! Advertising, after
The circle side, on the ground, is
eighteen feet diameter, and the tree all, is to tell your story simply and di- THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCH' Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on 04 c-ber 18, 1911, made homestead 1011-- i
is hollow, haog been burned off at rectly, the plain, understandable,
TEST5. SALVARSAN "606"
No 07888, for Sfi
the top, the rk scorched and the every day English, through a medium
section 35, tov0r
ADMINISTERED.
'
heart gutted ' a forest fire of many that goes to the people you want to
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridifca
condition
Take
ExTs
reach.
leaves what
the public into your conChemical and Microscopical
has filed notice of intention to ma
years ago.
r
is really a tnk or stump standing fidence, teach them to feel about your aminations of blood, sputum, urine final
proof, to establish clah '
about twentjeet high and open at merchandise as you yourself feel and gastric contents. Directions to the land above described, befo.
the top, thus iking the chamber very about it, and when they are in your for collecting specimens
given op Register or Receiver TJ. 8. Land V"
light One c see clear through the store be sure that your merchandise application.
flee, at Santa Fe,N. M., on the 26'.
of
reao
the
holes
has
burnt
claimed
for
every quality
tree, by
it S. C.
fe
.
day of December, 1911.
N
M
Are.
Nat.
Bank
Dobbs.
State
Bldjt, Albuquerque
through by f
Claimant names as witness:
Eulogio Sandoval,' George Lathrc s;
Briggs I ve made a will leaving
Go Where Invited.
Filiberto Martlnes, Francisco' Sand:- - '
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
my brain to e hospital, and Just got
A
husband
said
saving
his
to
wife:
!
an acknowlement from the author
Dentist
val, all of Lamy, N. Ml
"Susan, dont spend a cent of money
lties.
Over Splts's Jewelry Store.
t
MANUEL OTERO,
.
with merchants who don't advertise
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Lofty We they pleased?
v
!! t
In the paper." His wife, who was a
Register. ,
TV
'wrote
that
every llttl business woman,
Briggs
Phone Red 6.
replied: "You old
helps. Ame.an Family Journal.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m. LET THE WANT
goose, I learned better than to go
And by Appointment
COLUMN DO IT,
v
where I was not Invited long ago.
A good live advertisement In h ,
Conmptuous Rating.
You would be an old bachelor now, if
Want column ot the New Mexican wii ,,
"Is Billy Bigs a good motorist?"
you had not invited me to be your
STANDLEY 6. SMALL, M. D.
tent any property that Is rentable. ; ,
"No he's, bum one. Has nevei wife. Catch me going to a store withand
Physician
8urgeon.
been arrest once since he's beet out an invitation. I guess not"
but yen must H'
Office and Residence
Washington hat yea have got,
there Is always some one that wan
Struck a Wise Ons.
running a nblne."
Ave. next door to Public Library.
He swore her Ups were paradise,
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. them knew It
The maiden merely smiled;
His Ways..
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
'tis by Just such fervent lies
Though
That maids are oft beguiled.
Phone Black 47.
"Swlgglesi a regular rounder, isn't
MEN AND WOMEN WANTBft'
snake,

n

E

JkW

-

-

w
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1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

1--

4

-

J.

i

five-yea-

Inevitable.
Is said that impetuous people
have black eyes."
"Yes, and if they don't have them,
they are apt to get them."

f!

y

'

Lady For better or for worse?
Old Gent Ah, madam, you could
only change for the better. Judge.

m.

PREVENT8

SHIP'S ROLLING.

The German engineer, Frahm, has
devised a method of diminishing the
rolling of ships, which Is the principal
cause of seasickness. A water tank is
placed on each side of the vessel, and
the two tanks are connected by a pipe
provided with any suitable device for
varying its effective cross-actio-n
and
the friction al resistance opposed to
the flow of water. In this way the
oscillation of the mass of water from
side to side can be regulated, In period
and phase, so that it Is opposed to
the rolling of the ship, which Is thus
diminished.
ITALY'S HISTORIC CROWN.
The historic iron crown of iteiv h
played a romantic role In the history
of the peninsula, declares a writer in
tiarpers weeny, u was made in the
year B84 by the command, it la said,
of Theodolinda. the widow of a i
bard kins;, on the occasion nf ha mar
riage to a Duke of Turin.
5ss erewn ts or iron overlaid wsa
lilt Its significance was supposed to
Ivr.Ja the.
fiat Jh weight of
'

tut

s

.

'

.";

.

.

her

"Regular a clock. Goes on a toot
every nlghf his life."

'
Let Him Knew it IT you are eat ot
Cresting an Impression.
suppose you enjoy the glorious a position, you must let the employer
1
summer days."
snow it, a want advertisement In the
eo Much of It
"Some," replied Farmer OorntosseL New Mexican win reach every hast
"But I'd enjoy them much more 11 iness and professional man la the city
"Jlgglns as no push about him."
'
"Hasn't T You ought to see h wife didn't Insist on my talking dia- and county and a great many in the
poor wret' when his wife sets bin lect in order to supply atmosphere foi territory. It yon hare any special tal
to work oshelr lawn of an evening.' the benefit of the summer boarders. ent, d not hide It under a baaheL

f
i

FOI OOVEINMENT POSITIONS.
tolls about SSOX'7
protected positions In U. 8. Civil St
t
More than 40,000 vaeanel ij
vice.
lifetime
every year,
Easy to get ' Just ask for examine.
'
New Mexloo Civil for
tlon booklet
vice School, Albuquerque. N. M, Bex ;
f i
46ft
Free booklet

employmsft.
,

3
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SUPPLIED FOR NEW
PENITENTIARY.
THE
Bids lor supplies for the New Mex
erd-inico Penitentiary for nix months
May 31, 1912 will be opened and
awarded by the Board of Commis
X
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 22.
sioners on Friday, December 6, 1911; X For New Mexico Generally X
all samples must be delivered to the
X
X fair tonight and Thursday;
Superintendent's office, not later than
colder in southeast portion.
9 a. m. Friday, December 8th, 1911.
Specifications and proposal blanks
will be furnished on application tu tut?
Keep Your Eye on page three.
Superintendent, at Santa Fe, New
Leave Orders for Special Christmas
Mexico.
Holiday Goods at Goebels Now.
CLEOFES ROMEilO.
Change of Program tonight at the

BIDS FOR

11

Bp

MEXICO

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ress' flour
the answer to

every Baking

:

sss

Problem:

It's Firver,-Whit- er
arvd More Urvifornrv
Made by LARABEES

Famous GERMAN
A

Elks'.

92.. ..Phone... .92

PROCESS.

'5

ROGERS' SILVERWARE

COUPON

!

N

EVERY, SACK J

us your order.

HAM rs

Fi
YOU

THE

GS8EN
i

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

NOTE

repair-departme-

nt

1W
hi

I

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENS WARE.
New and

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Some
Purntute
Would Liketo Refinish?

a

DAVID LOWITZKI,
JUST RECEIVED

McCONVERY,!

Haven't
That

On
CI

In!

5
I T1

i

mm

hi
ri

3
II
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Johnson's Electri Solvo

a

ii rm

DE'

CREAJ1

and other attractions at the children's
table at sale in Library hall Thursday
afternoon.
Christmas Toys in a variety such as
has never been shown in the city be
fore at David Lowitzki's store. A full
line right from the manufacturer.
Read the change of advertisement on

ther Sason.

have them tt.

gula r sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
W

market

JAMES

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MAN; IN THE WORLD

Your eastern friends will appreci
ate nothing more thsn some of the
elegant offerings of, jSanta Fe Trail
i
(Juno uompany.
home raised
If you want a ni
turkey for 'THANKSHVING,' phone
153 Black.
was an
An Ideal Day Yeaerday
ideal day. The maximum temperature
was 54 degrees. Th minimum last
night was 28 degrees
One tailored suit let for $15.00. At
the W. H. Goebel Co;
The Rose of Kentuky, The Second
Honeymoon, Bess of t,e Forest, at the

page eight.
Bunch of Keys Found Kenneth Mj
Chapxan of the School i f Archaeology, found a bunch of keys ;n the
Give
School of American Archaeology and
handed them to the IJev Mexican,
where the owner may have them by
Elks' tonight.
j
paying for this advertisement.
Democratic
Headqarters Move
Three Good Reels of pictures to
Democratic
have
heiquarters
The
92...Phone ..92
night at the Elks'.
At High School Tonight The cast
of the minstrel will meet at 7:30
o'clock tonight at the High School to
rehearse. They will not meet at Elks
tonight as had previously been arranged.
The Change of Advertisement
of
C.
Zook's Pharmacy on page two of to
day's issue will give you a pointer
that will mean a move In the right di
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
rection. There is a difference in olive
oil and it always pays to get the best.
15
Avenue.
P&ce
204.
Phone. Black
Met The
County Commissioners
board of county commissioners met
at the court house yesterday to go
over bridge matters. The official proYou
Old
ceeding will be published in the New
Mexican.
You
The Sale of the Woman's Aid So
That old shabby looking chair you have placed to on.ldeor that scratched
ciety of the First Presbyterian church
cave
caae
you
clock
nude
hall
beautiful
grandmother
and
up dingy looking
attractive at small expense,
i ou can uo a wtrk yourself, too. will be held at Library Hall on Thurs
s VV How ! Just this way. First remove the old fish vitn
day afternoon, November 23. A caffe-terisupper will be served beginning
ac 5 o'clock. Special attractions wjM
be on hand for the children.
Bess of the Forest one of Lubin's
This preparation will take off all the finish wn to the clean
wood. Then if you discover that your chair, ick or whatever it
great pictures at the Elks' tonight
be, is made of some expensive wood likaahogany or rose
Don't miss it.
mm may
ii i i
wood, wipe it perfectly dry and tnen apply wat of Johnson s
Presbyterian Sale The public is
Prepared Wax. Or. if you And that your fhiture Is made of
ordinary wood apply a coat of Johnson stood Dye, desired
cordially invited to visit the Public lisnaoe, sucn as manogany, weainereo. oa'iemish oak. etc.
I III III
I
brary tomorrow afternoon and patronThis prepares tne wood lor a nnisn tnas difficult to dis
I
ize the annual sale of the Woman's
from tne genuine wood. Tneikply
tinguish
1
Aid Society of the First Presbyterian
church. A Caffeteria supper will be
served beginning at five o'clock. Special attractions for children.
UA Complete Finish and Polish for Wood"
Don't Fail to See the Rose of Kentucky at the Elks tonight.
It produces a rich, dull finish that io much desired.
Fine for rkhinit all furni
B UI fAI II JIMIW but rarely produced.
I
I I
Why 'buy storage
turkeys for
ture ana
do matter n finished. Pre
i
Ml
vents scratches from showing: trred spots can
'THANKSGIVING,' when you
get
iiiiiimh vim
i ir:
ue wucnea up wuuout going o tbe entire sur
home raised for less money? Phone
face, xry it.
153 Black.
Ask for FREE book. "The ftior TmKnun,
ior jj ioors. wooaworK ana ramie." Practical
Mrs. Glover's Funeral The funeral
auu interesting.
of Mrs. D. L. Glover took place at 2
Jobnon's Electric Solvo and JohnsPrerared Wu
o'clock this afternoon from the' parlors
re wu ana rccommem by
r
o! the
Undertaking
Company. Interment was in Fairvlew
cemetery. Mrs. Glover died here Mon- -

Turkeys

Grocery, Bakery and Market,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Phone No. 4.

WE RECOMMEND TO

MARKET

Thanksgiving

F. ANDREWS,

rv fx

BP.)

1

g

been moved from the Diaz block on
the Plaza to the Laughlin block.
Apples Order your winter apples
now, J2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 33126
Lost At the Elks theater Sunday
evening black seal neck piece. Return
to this office and receive reward.
If you want a real fine sterling silver novelty for a Christmas present,
then do not fail to visit the jewelry
store of H. C. Yontz, advertisement
appears on the personal page.
The Second Honeymoon, a comedy
of naturally funny complications, that
are laughable In the extreme.
See Santa Claus, the Christmas tree

Johnsons

Is

a protection and guarantee

against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.
To be on the safe side when buying
baking powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

day after a long illness. She was 55 before the severe blasts of winter an
years of age and came here from Ok- rive.
Police Cases at Albuquerque T. R.
lahoma.
Her home is in Houston,
Texas.
Montoya and . Sarahin Trujillo who
Ships Apples A. C. McCallester, the were arrested Monday night at Albusuccessful rancher at Tesuque and querque for disorderly conduct, were
former newspaperman, is In the city upon a hearing of the case yesterday
superintending a big shipment of roy- fined $15. Elisio Garcia and Miguel
al fruit to Pueblo Colo. Mr. McCa- Vs.ndacia were arrested last night for
Elisio
llester, accompanied by his wife, will being drunk and disorderly.
leave soon for Chicago to renew his hails from Bernalillo and seemed to
acquaintance with the scribes of the thinkto when he laid down in the gut
take a nap that he was home.
great dailies. But he wil return to ter
Santa Fe as he finds ranching and or- Kittie Ritter, who obtained much nochard life more agreeable than metro- toriety last June by endeavoring to
enjoin the city from enforcing the ot
politan newspaper work.
houses,
The fflnances against- disorderly
Palace Hotel Improvements
Old Palace Hotel is being improved oroke again into the limelight yesterand it will soon have a spick and span day and was tried before Judge Craie
for disorderly conduct.
appearance which will not belie the
comfort within. The railing around
For the next 30 days all dressmakthe broad porches is being removed
but will be replaced with another of ing at reduced rates; satisfaction
more substantial construction. The guaranteed. Mrs. Krueger, 125 Pal
immense steam boiler for the hotel ace Ave.
and the numerous radiators have arIf you want anything on earth try
rived and are being installed. The
hotel will be delightfully steam heated a New Mexican Want Ad.
.

Prepared vax
wood-wor-

cn

'ffl

Akers-Wagne-

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Suply Co.

FLOWER S
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
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That Handles the Best Make 01 Shoes for Men and Women
in the Unit bd States.
HAN AN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE ualities. Isn't it remark

able to find a Shoe Department when you can ask for any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and goo and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?

SHOE

KN'T IT DEM A Dl DI C
Ml I 11 llUJlilUlinULL

THAT YOU ARE ABLETO COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best possible values,
the best possible qualitid and the best possible service in fitting your x feet cor-rectly, stylish and comfortably ? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO IND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS about our Reliable Shoe Department.
A

Come and See

for Yourself $3.SQ, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 and $6.00

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

v

